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SOUTH CAROLINA IS A LAND OF AND IN 

TRANSITION .... 

OUR HAZY BLUE RIOOE PEAKS and rolling red-clay piedmont, 

our sun-baked sandhills and lush expanse of coastal plain are 

geographic regions similar only in their accommodation of an 

expanding population . Yet , precious sites-shadows of the past

remain as constants amid the transformations of tomorrow. 

The issue you hold is something new for South Carolina Wildlife 

and for South Carolina, too ... a portfolio, if you will , filled with 

portraits from both past and present. Each profiles a special place 

set aside for nature; each represen ts a living canvas on which are 

painted our natural heritage and native values. 

To provide even a brief rendering of every natural area within 

our borders would have been impossible given our limited number 

of pages. Instead, we sought to stimulate the outdoor appetite by 

profi ling a variety of personal favorites and including a more 

complete regional listing of sites, wi th a key to what each offers, 

at the close of each section . Many are well-known, others fa irly 

obscure. 

In its capturing of these natural areas this issue is not so much a 

keepsake as it is a reference guide designed to acquaint its reader 

with nature's many faces in the Palmetto State. For convenience 

the profi les in our ''Uplands," "Midlands" and "Lowlands" are 

defined by county groupings rather than by strict geographic 

regions. 

A first step in the fu ll enjoyment of this issue is in the realization 

that time cannot be hoarded. It may be squandered on promised 

tomorrows or spent as we will today. Select a region , peruse the 

profi les and check the reference listing, then fo llow where these 

pages lead. 

Armed with field guide, binoculars and hand lens, your greatest 

challenge wi ll be that of leaving no evidence of your passing so 

that nature may endure. Stay on main trails; savor the beauty 

on-site and photograph for memory; carry your litter out. Walk 

quietly and move slowly, pausing to fill your senses with all nature 

has to offer-sunlight-dappled forest leaves, subtle woodland 

aromas, animal rustlings and other sounds. 

Your only regret will be in having so little time to spend per 

outing within these silhouettes of Carolina. _ _, 
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UPLANDS 
ABBEVILLE, ANDERSON, CHEROKEE, CHESTER, GREENVILLE, GREENWOOD, LANCASTER, 

LAURENS, McCORMICK, NEWBERRY, 0cONEE, PICKENS, SPARTANBURG, UNION, YORK. 

iC ROM THE LOFTY BLUE RIDGE at our far northwestern corner out 1r across the rippling piedmont hills, South Carolina's Uplands provide a 

rich variety of natural settings. 

The Blue Ridge Mountains were wimess to the birth of this land. If 

only they would, what secrets they might tell ... secrets shrouded in the 

haunting mists ... secrets of a time when lore and legend were in the 

making. But the ancient mountains will not break their promise. 

Instead, they tease with sparkling cascades and emerald valleys, 

inviting us to find the small delights hidden beyond each crest of 

hardwood ridge and turn of tumbling stream. Perhaps this is enough, 

for we heed the call of names like Chattooga, Eastatoe, Raven Cliff 

and Caesars Head. These are the secret places that reach deep within 

to draw forth our best. 

Here giant hardwoods and hemlocks mingle with fragile blooms of 

mountain laurel and Oconee bell. Here waterfalls work their crystalline 

magic and waterslides display their unique flora on faces of craggy rock. 

Here red squirrels bark and the endangered peregrine falcon stoops 

from the heights. 

If the piedmont's rich red clay seems less spectacular than this lofty 

northwestern border, consider the special pockets within its pine and 

hardwood hills. 

John de la Howe Museum Tract shelters trees untouched by the 

woodman's ax, and the endangered Webster's salamander finds 

sanctuary near the waters of Stevens Creek. Within the boundaries of 

the magnificent Sumter National Forest white-tailed deer and Eastern 

wild turkeys reign, while human families, out for a Sunday afternoon, 

explore the mysteries in a name like Molly's Rock or climb carefully 

across the granite outcrops of the Flat Creek Heritage Preserve. 

Life truly sparkles within the Uplands of South Carolina. 
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5. Carolina's northwest corner is 
a mosaic of tall timber, green 
glades and sparkling streams. 
Here lie hidden treasures, 
including the chill waters of 
Eastatoe Creek, cutting through 
a seven-mile valley lined with 
vegetation described as nearly 
tropical, exotic and unspoiled. 





6-7. Site of spectacular falls and challenging whitewater rafting 
runs, the Chattooga River can also wear a placid mask. A solitary 
doe, serene and oblivious to human presence, wades through the 
wide shallows on a misty morning. 

MODERN MAN'S DESIRE TO BE ALONE in the wilderness is 
ironically embodied in the Chattooga River and the land that 
surrounds its banks. Here within the federally restricted 
boundaries of what is properly called the "Wild and Scenic 
Chattooga River," every possible precaution is taken to ensure 
that humans do not disrupt or crowd what nature has so carefully 
created. 

Famous, and sometimes infamous, for its whitewater rafting 
and canoeing, the river is the primitive focal point for stout
hearted naturalists of every variety- from hikers and campers to 
hunters and fishermen. Since 1974, a quarter mile of land on 
both sides of the river has been kept in protective custody from 
the encroachment of civilization. 

Of the river's fifty-seven-mile corridor, 68 percent is classified 
"Wild," indicating travel is limited to shoe leather and boat. 
"Scenic" classification is given to 5 percent, where only bridges 
might disturb the setting. And 2 7 percent is labeled 
"Recreation ," areas accessible by car and that have a minimum 
number of facilities. Only five car-accessible roads lead 
to the river. Thus, by the very denseness of the greenery and 
inaccessibility of most of the area, visitors can enjoy the 
wilderness with little fear of bumping into each other. 

Indeed, the corridor is managed in terms of"carrying capacity," 
the idea that the area will be allowed to accommodate visitors 
only to the extent that the quality of the wilderness experience is 
not diminished because of overuse - at which point rules are set 
up to curtail or redistribute traffic. 

The regulation of rafting and canoeing is an example of how 
the area is effectively managed by the U.S. Forest Service of 
Nantahala in North Carolina, Chattahoochee in Georgia and 
Sumter in South Carolina. Extensive studies have been 
conducted to establish the patterns of whitewater use. Thus, 
extensive measures, by means of commercial licensing, staggered 
scheduling and limitations, have been taken to assure the quality 
of the experience for those who actually take the challenge. 

The Chattooga ( Cherokee for "pouring white rocks") begins in 
the Appalachian Mountains of North Carolina as small rivulets, 
nourished by springs and abundant rainfall. From its origin in the 
shadow of Whiteside Mountain, it flows southward for about ten 
miles through primitive mountain counrry before crossing into 
South Carolina and Georgia, where it serves as a forry-mile 
boundary for the neighboring states. Ending its often violent but 
always pristine journey, the river empties peacefully into Lake 
Tugaloo, dropping almost a half mile in elevation, from 3,360 
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8-9. Azure shades leave no doubt as to the origin of the Blue Ridge 
Mountains' name. Plentiful residents of the hardwood forests, Jones 
Gap grey squirrels scold today's explorers of the hazy hillsides just as 
they fretted at man's intrusion years ago. 

feet near Cashiers, North Carolina, to 891 at the Tugaloo 
Reservoir-an average descent of about fifty feet per mile. 

The headwaters or upper portion of the river, the twenty miles 
above State Highway 28, is nearly inaccessibfe and completely 
closed to rafters and canoeists. The landscape is luxuriant, and 
the river is narrow, quick and extremely dangerous. For the first 
five or six miles, it cascades down the lush , heavily forested land 
between the high ridges of the deeply entrenched C hattooga 
River Gorge. Here are some of the most spectacular long-range 
vistas of the entire river, many of wh ich include waterfalls. 
Gaining momentum, the river twists its way through remote 
country, fo llowing a narrow, snake-like route over continuous 
rapids, huge boulders and self-cut rock flumes, slowing 
occasionally in quiet , deep pools. At the end of this stretch, the 
river breaks free from the gorge and flows relatively wide and 
smooth for about six miles, until it reaches West Fork and floating 
Section I. Trout fishing is considered to be excellent here. 

As primitive as this area is, it is still available to South 
Carolinians via State Highway 107 and the Walhalla Fish 
H atchery. There a small labyrinth of picnic areas, the Foothills 
Trail and the very popular Ellicott Rock Wilderness Area are 
available for day trips or lengthy hikes. A trail dead ends into an 
upper portion of the Bartram and C hattooga River Trail. At 
Ellicott Rock, 1. 7 miles north along the River Trail , three states 
meet - North Carolina, South Carolina and Georgia. 

Farther south along Highway 107, at Ridley Mountain, a gravel 
lane known as Burrel ls Ford Road leads to a parking area, an 
established campground and recreation area. Here, again, the 
Foothills and River trails merge and lead hikers to such wondrous 
sights as King C reek Falls ( to the east) and Spoonauger Falls ( to 
the north) . 
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In this upper portion of the corridor, most of the few other 
roads are dirt. For those willing to work up the sweat , there are 
numerous waterfalls, creeks, gorges, mountains, lakes and 
out-of-the-way places. 

Unless posted to the contrary, swimming and camping are 
allowed throughout the corridor. Campers are restricted only in 
that sites should be at least a quarter mile from any road and fifty 
feet from any source of water. 

Healthy populations of deer, wild turkeys, quail, grouse, rabbits 
and squirrels abound, and hunting is allowed within the corridor. 
Brook trout are caught along the entire length of the corridor, 
with brown and rainbow trout best on the northern end, and 
redeye bass plentiful on the lower end. 

Between the North Carolina/South C arolina state line and 
U.S. Highway 76 course about fifty miles of trails. Some that lead 
from one point of interest to another are as short as a half mile. 
From Ellicott Rock to Highway 28, the hiker is exposed to every 
face t of the river's environment-deep coves, rapids, ridges. This 
is a nineteen-mile or two-day trek. To travel the maximum 
length of the corridor ( to Highway 76) on established trails takes 
several days and much stamina. 

Rapids classifications run 1 to 6 with 1 being very easy and 6 
being all but impossible. Only Sections I and II are recommended 
for novice whitewater enthusiasts. Everything below Earl's Ford is 
for the expert canoeist or professional commercial outfitter. By 
both regional and national standards, the C hattooga is 
considered to be one of the best, most challenging whitewater 
courses to be found. But for safety's sake, there are several rules to 
follow when using the river. All parties must register with local 
authorities, wear protective gear (helmets, life jackets) , and have 
the proper equipment. 

Afoot or afloat, the C hattooga and its corridor provide South 
Carolinians an opportunity to experience a pristine setting, 
unique even among more mountainous neighboring states. 

IF MOTHER NATURE HAS A RIBBON in her hair, it's surely the 
C herokee Foothills Scenic Highway. A drive along it is a feast for 
the senses: scan the subtle colors of the far and near mountains, 
hear the steady drone of rolling tires, and sniff cool fresh air 
tinged with pine. Your mind begins to wander . . . what is over the 
next hill .. . a secluded picnic area ... are the hunting and fishing 
good ... a weekend retreat in a log cabin ... take a whitewater 
trip ... a hike to a waterfall... . 

As the daily grind is left behind, muscles relax with each 

passing mile. You can lose yourself in the possibilities and forget 
about a final destination . This simple two-lane S.C. Highway 11 
will take you to dozens of mountain getaways-everything from 
the total wilderness experience ofJones G ap to a few secluded 
and inexpensive cabins at Pleasant Ridge State Park. 

Look on almost any South Carolina map, and it is obvious that 
the spots of green representing parks, national forests and similar 
natural areas are plentiful in the far northwest corner of the state. 
Connecting those dots and splotches of green is Highway 11, 
winding through the northern portions of five counties. 

Starting in Gaffney, traveling west , the highway is pretty much 
like any other upstate road, until a picturesque mountain scene 
appears in the northwest. During the summer, the mountainous 



backdrop may be faint and hazy as if painted with thin 

watercolors; in the spring, it is promising with pastel green and 
fine mist. In the winter, stark shades of black and white stand 

against a cold blue sky; in the fa ll Jacob's colorful coat flutters 

acr0&5 the hbrizon. 
It is not until you pass through the one-stop-sign community of 

Gowensville that the mountains begin to look real, displayed in a 

panoramic perspective that is easily within reach. Most of the 

highway's attractions are bunched together in Greenville, 

Pickens and Oconee counties. If you consider Table Rock State 
Park as the centerpoint, most of the out-of-doors experiences are 

within an hour's drive. 

There is a nearly endles.s list of structured places to go and 

things to see and do, and the list of"natural areas" is only slightly 

shorter. Topping both lists are Caesars Head and Table Rock state 

parks and their accompanying drawing cards. Swinging 

southward after KeoweeToxaway State Park, the highway 

parallels the length of the northernmost of the three Sumter 
National Forest sections, passing Oconee State Park and the 

Chattooga River. Smaller but no les.s interesting or scenic 

treasures such as waterfalls, Sassafras Mountain and Eastatoe 

Valley are hidden along the highway, merely requiring slight 
detours and a willingnes.s to explore to be appreciated. 

Connecting many of the parks, forests and sites is the vast and 

diverse Mountain Bridge Recreation and Wildernes.s Area, a 
ten-thousand-acre tract that partially "bridges" the land between 

Table Rock and Po insett reservoirs in upper Greenville County. 

Over the years and piece by piece, it has been acquired by the 

state for permanent protection and future recreation use. It has so 

far remained essentially undeveloped and a refuge for many rare 

and endangered plant and animal species. The middle Saluda 

River that flows through portions of the Bridge Area was the first 
designated State Scenic River in South Carolina. Managed 

jointly by the S.C. Wildlife and Marine Resources Department 

and the S.C. Department of Parks, Recreation and Tourism, the 

area has pristine beauty that is considered to be a crowning 
achievement of upstate protectionists. 

At the heart of the Mountain Bridge Area is Caesars Head 

State Park, a relatively new addition ( 1979) to the state park 

system but one that attracts a wide range of visitors. Most noted 

for the view from atop "Caesar's" head, the park is a focus for 

acces.s to some of the most unusual and beautiful natural areas in 

the state. 

For the weekend traveler, the park offers a great view of the 
Blue Ridge Mountains in South Carolina, N orth Carolina and 

Georgia. Also there are well-kept facilities such as sheltered 

picnic tables, a small nature center and general store, and 

organized walks through the woods. But the true outdoorsman 
will discover such beautiful sigh ts and challenges as Raven C liff 

Falls and Jones Gap. 
No one can say for sure how the park's overlook got its name, 

but three popular theories are passed around: some say the rock 

outcrop at the top of the mountain resembles the profile ofJulius 

Caesar, minus the lower half of his face; some say a local hunter 
dubbed the overlook such after his faithful dog "Caesar" chased 

and fo llowed his prey off the cliff; and still others say the name is 

the white man's corruption of the Cherokee Indian word 

"Sachem," which means chieftain. However the name 

originated, the hunk of rock that juts over what is known as The 

Dismal is probably South Carolina's most recognizable natural 

landmark. 

From atop the head (elevation 3,200 feet), the viewer tries to 

take in a seemingly endles.s blanket of wildernes.s that is spread 

out over the surrounding mountains. Some 1,200 feet below is 
The Dismal, an area that appears impenetrable. At the beginning 

of the nation's history it was peppered with settlers' log cabins ... 

ruins that are still visible to hikers. Distinguished from Caesar's 

hairline is a fading network of logging trails that once linked the 
woods and its lumber industry to civilization. 

For those willing to actually venture a little way into the 

vastnes.s there is multi-tiered Raven C liff Falls. At the end of a 

moderate two-plus-hour hiking trail that worms itself into this 

mountain preserve, the 420-foot falls appears acros.s a small , 
expanse of forest. From the man-made platform, the falls is like 

a living Chinese tapestry-a long, vertical strip of sun-drenched, 

crystal-like water falling over grey rock, framed by leaves and 

other greenery. Fed by Matthews C reek, Raven C liff is one of the 

highest and most scenic waterfalls in the eastern United States. 

Two other trails, Jones Gap and Coldsprings Branch, lead the 

hiker into Jones Gap Natural Area, along the middle Saluda 



10. Legend has it that the most beautiful of Cherokee maidens were 
flung from the cliff known as Caesars Head, in attempts to appease 
an angry god who had sent drought upon the tribe's com crops. 
Across the wilderness from the huge outcrop looms Table Rock, itself 
a subject of Indian I.ore. 

River and Coldsprings Branch. It is believed that the gap has 
never-ever-been disturbed by homesteaders or profit-makers. 
Very primitive trailside camping is permitted with clearance from 
the park authorities. Among the wildlife that might be startled 
by your presence are black bears , white-tailed deer, raccoons, 
opossurµs, foxes, bobcats, skunks, wild turkeys, ruffed grouse, 
hawks, turkey vultures and ravens-but no hunting is permitted 
along the trail. (Parts of the Mountain Bridge Area are designated 
wildlife management areas. Hunting is allowed on these lands, 
but wildlife department rules and regulations must be observed.) 

Not far from Caesars Head and part of the Mountain Bridge 
Area are two relatively small tracts of land that are known in 
certain professional naturalists' circles for their unique environs 
and are dedicated Heritage Preserves. 

Bogs have always been hot spots of interest for botanists because 
of the abundance and variety of plant life within the confines of a 
well-defined area. Even the layman would find the Watson and 
Ashmore tracts impressive - Watson being thick with underbrush 
and soft wi th ground moisture, Ashmore being steeply hilly with 
what would appear to be a few shallow streams running off great 
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beds of granite. But neither area is easy to find - not even for the 
experts. There are no trails on the actual sites. To those in the 
know, these areas are remarkable for their beauty as well as their 
unique geographic and geological environments in which several 
rare plants thrive. 

Within the boundaries of the 280-acre Ashmore Tract is the 
cataract bog: large, smooth and sloping rock outcrops with 
shallow streams of water flowing gently and uniformly over them. 
More commonly, these are known as waterslides-not to be 
confused with waterfalls. Taking up soil space, these large rocks 
and boulders prevent the growth of shade trees near the water, 
thus allowing an abundance of sunlight to reach the moist 
ground that surrounds and often invades the waterslides. This 
unusual combination of elements allows various plants to grow in 
South Carolina that would otherwise not be found here at all. 

The most significant species present is the mountain sweet 
pitcher plant, which is found only in the Carolina mountains. Of 
the five populations of this carnivorous plant located in South 
Carolina, this one is considered the most spectacular because of 
its setting on a waterslide. A lso found here is a hybrid between 



the mountain sweet and hunters cup pitcher plants. There are 
only two or three known populations of this hybrid, and Ashmore 
Tract is the only place in this state where it exists. 

Other rare plants found at Ashmore include the large-leaved 
grass of Parnassus, scarlet Indian paintbrush, Southeastern 
tickseed and divided-leaved groundsel. Other carnivorous plants 
living there are sundews and bladderworts. When Ashmore was 

being considered for inclusion into the Mountain Bridge 
Wilderness Area, the state's Heritage Trust program declared the 
area to possess "more botanical significance than any features in 
the present Mountain Bridge Wilderness." 

In contrast to Ashmore's cataract bogs and on the other side of 
Caesars Head Mountain is the Watson Tract and its depression 
bog. Though classic in terms of ground seepage and appearance, 
the boggy area is unusual because of its location at an elevation of 
three thousand feet. These montane bogs are relatively rare 
throughout the eastern United States, and this is the only one in 
South Carolina. Situated at the flat seepage area near the 
headwaters of Matthews Creek, the bog has a sparse hardwood 
overstory but thick shrub cover of alder and red chokeberry. The 
plants of interest grow mostly in the open areas dominated by 
sphagnum moss. Most noted are swamp pink, bog rose orchid, 
climbing fem, long sedge and Appalachian twayblade orchid. 
Many of these plants are of national concern, which 
automatically makes them of state concern. 

Although both Ashmore and Watson are technically open to 
the public, authorities would rather keep access to the areas 
limited, to protect the fragile environments from the feet of the 
uninformed. As both are difficult to find, nearly impossible to 
travel and beautiful only to the trained eye, would-be visitors are 
advised to contact Heritage Trust biologists before paying a call. 

Moving on ... 
Undoubtedly South Carolina's most popular mountain spot is 

Table Rock State Park. Here, visitors and facilities are plentiful 
but so are relatively pristine natural areas. There are cabins, 
camping, hiking, boating, fishing, picnic areas, playgrounds, a 
nature center, trails, stores and restaurants and a constant flow of 
organized programs. But what originally brought people to enjoy 
this three-thousand-acre showplace is the centerpiece mountain 
with its Cherokee legend and spectacular view of and from the 
bald-spot rock outcrop that is the mountain's special beauty 
mark. 

From Highway 11 and with a little imagination, you can easily 
see how the Cherokee believed that a great chief could sit on a 
neighboring, shorter mountain, The Stool, and eat from the 
table of rock, nearly 3,200 feet in the sky. Today, Table Rock is 
still one of the state's most important and respected natural areas, 
with its great variety of animals, plant life, geological monuments 
and its ability to play host to thousands of visitors while still 
maintaining a sense of wilderness. 

Trails varying in both length and difficulty form a ten-mile 
network. Most begin and end at the park's Nature Center and 
give the hiker the opportunity to walk through several different 
terrains and see a choice selection of views. Most impressive 
along the way are the plants. Depending on the season, a hiker 
can walk through an explosion of colorful wildflowers, corridors 
of mountain laurel and rhododendron, or oceans of red, yellow 

and orange fall leaves. For those rugged enough to make it to the 
top of Table Rock (3. 4 miles one-way) the commanding view of 
The Dismal and the blue waters of the reservoir directly below (a 
sheer thousand-foot drop) is the reward. It is up to the viewer to 
choose sides in the local debate of which is more scenic, Caesars 
Head or Table Rock. 

Unequalled in beauty and upkeep, Table Rock's trail system has 
been designated a National Recreational Trail. Also, the eighty
five-mile Foothills Trail starts at Table Rock-and ends several 
days later at Oconee State Park. This is the grandaddy of South 
Carolina's established trails, crossing many other smaller ones 
and exposing the hiker to the absolute-best nature experience in 
the upstate. As to be expected, necessary overnight camping is 
permitted at designated primitive sites. 

As a state park, Table Rock can boast of being all things to all 
people who seek the mountains. It can accommodate everypne 
from grade-school children looking for information on history, 
botany or wildlife, to senior citizens taking leisurely walks and 
enjoying fresh air, to the young at heart who want to challenge 
their spirits as well as their stamina. 

Surely one of the most sought-after sights in any natural setting 
is the waterfall. In addition to previously noted Raven Cliff, 
South Carolina's upcountry is blessed with nearly forty major falls 
(over thirty feet), several of which are just off Highway 11. 

A waterfall that can be viewed from Caesars Head is Rainbow 
Falls, on Cox Camp Creek in Greenville County. This one, 
about ninety feet high, is located at Camp Greenville YMCA 
camp. 

11 . Rare plants like the Indian 
paintbrush make Ashmore 
Tract Heritage Preserve and 
its cataract bog a focus of 
botanists' curiosity and 
concern. 
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In Oconee County, just one mile west ofS.C. Highway 271 

and Oconee Station, the oldest building in the county, is an 
eighty-foot waterfall, commonly referred to as Station Creek 
Falls. There are no signs or distinguishable landmarks to find the 
correct goat path to follow. But the local folk pretty much know 
how to give sightseers good directions and advice. The final leg of 
the journey is a half-hour walk down a washed-out dirt road that 
dead ends into the two-tiered set of falls. Reassuring footprints 
can usually be found along the way, which is pleasantly sprinkled 
with wildflowers and common forest trees such as pines, oaks and 
dogwoods. 

Much of the headwaters of the Chattooga River is made up of 
waterfalls that double as whitewater rapids. One of the most 
famous sets is Bull Sluice Falls, located three hundred yards above 
the bridge where U.S. 76 crosses the river. In three drops the 
river falls fourteen feet, creating one of the most spectacular and 
deadly whitewater areas on the river. 

Other falls within the immediate area of the Chattooga River 
and Sumter National Forest are King Creek and Spoonauger 
falls. King Creek Falls, about a half-mile southeast ofBurrells 
Ford, drops from about eighty feet at the end of an easy twenty
minute walk on well-kept and well-directed trails. Spoonauger or 
Rock Cliff Falls is about a half mile north ofBurrells Ford and two 
miles due west of S. C. Highway 107. Here an easy fifteen-minute 
walk rewards the hiker with a sixty-foot falls. 

This rugged river also boasts Rock Gorge Falls, southwest of 
Moody Springs Picnic Area (S. C. Highway 107). The water 
drops about 120 feet through a long gorge and can be reached by 
walking down one side and crossing to a rock wall. Don't attempt 
to cross during high water. 

The largest drop on the Chattooga is Big Bend Falls, which 
descends on a thirty-degree angle for fifteen feet then drops 
vertically another fifteen. A three-hour walk from Cherry Hill 
Campground on the Big Bend and Chattooga trails brings the 
hiker to this waterfall. 

Not far from Long Creek is a smaller falls named after the 
beautiful pool it splashes into, Blue Hole Falls. It lies on Cedar 
Creek about a mile north of Spy Rock Road, which parallels 
U.S. Highway 76. 

Also within the Highway 11 vicinity and near Stumphouse 
Tunnel, another spot that's fun to visit, is Isaqueena 

Falls, on Cane Creek. The best view is obtained by walking 
about t,en minutes down a primitive trail, to the right when 
looking down the falls, but watch children carefully as a misstep 
could be deadly. 

A brief walk from the parking area of Chau Ram County Park, 
off U.S. 76 and nearing the end of the Foothills Highway, 
culminates in a spectacular view of the falls that shares the park's 
name. Ramsey Creek and the nearby Chauga River contribute to 
the designation. 

With Interstate 85 accommodating the hubbub of business, 
Highway 11 is pretty much left to the enjoyment of those who 
don't mind driving below the posted speed limits. Like a flowing 
ribbon in Mother Nature's majestic hair, it is a long and delicate 
route that fastens in place the beauty of the state's northern 
natural areas. Only a simple tug of that ribbon ensconces the 
outdoorsman in the sensuous wonders of her charms. 

12 South Carolina Wildlife 

THE WILDCAT IS OUT OF THE BAG. 

When we first found Wildcat Wayside State Park along the 
Cherokee Foothills Scenic Highway (S. C. 11), it was quite by 
accident, and for a while we referred to it as our own little secret. 
Tucked beneath Persimmon Ridge between Cleveland and 
Caesars Head, this hidden pocket of natural beauty was complete 
with a waterfall-fed pool, easy hiking trail , meandering stream 
and spectacular but dangerous rock waterslide. Little did we 
know that in addition to being a nice place to visit, it is a 
botanical wonderland. 

During the spring of 1987, the state recognized that small niche 
by the side of the road, and today Wildcat Wayside Park is used by 
the public-much to the dismay of some naturalists. Unlike the 
general public, they seek to preserve the extraordinary natural 
significance of the area. Wildcat's unique habitats support 
numerous rare plants. 

First named the Greenville Wayside Park, it was one of six such 
parks developed in the state by the National Park Service during 
the Great Depression. Built with WPA labor, this sixty-three
acre tract was intended to be a "people's park, where because of 
the enforced leisure created by the Depression, a man, with his 
family or friends, could spend a day in the open at a place where 
he can find reasonable protection, a place to cook a meal, pure 
water, the necessary sanitary equipment, and facilities for 

12-13. A carefully balanced wildlife community inhabits Watson 
Tract Heritage Preserve, including this black rat snake and some 
rare fems and orchids. The tract occupies a seepage area near the 
headwaters of Matthews Creek, which cascades over a waterslide 
and feeds beautiful Raven Cliff Fall.s. 
14-15. Reverently called "Table of God" by the Cherokee, the great 
granite face of Table Rock Mountain rises 2,000 feet above the 
piedmont. The state park anchored by its imposing presence 
annually attracts thousands of hikers, campers and naturalists who 
value undisturbed nature. 



bathing, boating, and hiking," according to the 1934-35 annual 
report of the State Park System of South Carolina. 

At first glance the entrance to the park is only mildly inviting
a dozen or so rough-hewn log steps leading up into the woods. 
Many a passer-by might stop only to picnic at the waterfall that 
empties into the shallow pool a few feet from the road. For most 
who tour the scenic route, that within itself suffices as a 
communion with Mother Nature. But for the pathfinder, 
climbing the few steps toward what amounts to little more than a 
goat path reveals a small clearing of ruins, a shady mountain trail 
and eventually one of the state's most breathtaking rock 
waterslides. 

Just a few hundred feet from the highway and buffered by a 
small ridge of trees is the clearing, about the size of a football 
field. Here are the remains of a few stone grills and the foundation 
and chimney of a long-gone picnic shelter. Just behind the 
graffitied chimney the path continues, both to the left ( into a 
thicket of mountain laurel and rhododendron) and to the right 
(along the stream) . 

Those who choose to go on usually travel to the right. The 
walk is a slight but steady climb beneath a thick canopy of mixed 
trees; wild flowers, mountain laurel , hemlock and rhododendron 
are plentiful among the pines and hardwoods. Constant gurgling 
and splashing is heard from the unnamed stream that twists and 
winds parallel to the path. After about fifteen or twenty minutes 

of leisurely walking, the trail ends at the rocky base of a giant 
waterslide. Here is what you've come to see-whether you 
previously knew it was there or not. 

The mountain stream of sparkling water flows over the granite 
face of the mountainside. The total width of the outcropping is 
about fifty feet, and the waterslide along the right-hand side 
varies in width and is about 150 feet long. The angle is a steep but 
climbable forty-five or so degrees. The waterslide, though gentle 
and shallow, is not a viable course of ascent; "waterslide" here is a 

term not to be confused with the man-made recreational 
structures frequented by children on hot summer days. Be wary of 
venturing too near the water's course as a misstep on the slick 
rocks can mean disaster. 

Not much more accessible is the dry rock face at the left side of 
the outcrop. Hardly recommended, it can be scaled spider 
fashion ( on all fours and spread out for stability), with a gripping 
pair of tennis shoes and a good sense ofbalance. But warning: If 
you fall-which would probably be backwards and head over 
heels-there would be no stopping until you reached the bottom, 
and broken bones would surely result. 

Most of Wildcat's rare and interesting plants have established 

themselves near the waterslide. Because of the constant ground 
seepage and abundant sunlight (a rare combination of natural 
elements within itself) the elusive mountain sweet pitcher plant 
exists here. One of the three carnivorous plants found in the 
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16. Hundreds of waterfalls of varying sizes and accessibility are sprinkled across the upcountry. One of the most scenic is misty Raven Cliff 
Falls, also called Raven Rock or Hurricane falls, viewed from across the gorge at the end of a moderate hike. Raven Cliff's frosted upper tier 
appears on our front cover. 

North Carolina and South Carolina mountains, this pitcher 
plant is endangered and listed as of national concern. 

Other rare plants found here are the scarlet Indian paintbrush, 
the Southeastern tickseed, mountain witch alder, Carey saxifrage 
and the divided-leaved groundsel. Most require the unique 
features found in areas that have granite outcrops, a constant 
flow of water running over the rocks, and abundant sunlight. 

This is one of Mother Nature's most special gardens. Until 
recently it was seldom visited because few knew about it, which is 
how protectionists wanted it. Today, however, the small roadside 
entrance is often blocked with several parked cars. If you go to 
Wildcat Wayside State Park, enjoy the mountain scenery, the 
challenge of climbing around the waterslide and the naturalness 
of it all-but please step lightly and don't pick the flowers. 

ONCE A FAVORITE CAMPSITE for the Cherokee, Eastatoe's 

(east-ah-toy-ee) seven-mile-long valley is surrounded on three 
sides by majestic Blue Ridge mountains. Valley, creek and gorge 
comprise a hidden paradise in the midst of our fast-paced world. 
One cannot help but experience an overwhelming peacefulness 
in the "valley of the green bird." 

Paralleling the creek, a lane-and-a-half paved road runs down 
the middle of the valley and dead ends into a wall of dense forest. 
Here is where modem man's paradise ends and Mother Nature's 
begins. As set-aside and uncommon as the simple valley 
community is-a few well-kept houses and vegetable gardens set 
at neighborly distances from each other-the gorge at the heart 
of this Heritage Preserve is truly remarkable, a quasi-tropical 
paradise on the far end of Pickens County, complete with a 
seventy-five-foot two-tiered waterfall and ferns and mosses found 
only here and in the jungles of South America. Many naturalists 
consider this place to be the most significant tropical-like area in 
the eastern United States. 

Like most beautiful natural settings, Eastatoe Gorge is not 
easily gained. Approach the four-hour hike from the end of the 
325-acre refuge, off U.S. 178 just north of Rocky Bottom. Once 
you pass the entrance to the trek-length Foothills Trail , you'!! 
find a locked gate on the left. Park and start walking. For about a 
mile and a half, the sights are minimal because the area was 
cleared not-so-long ago by the timber industry. But soon you pick 
up the trail markers, and the path starts a dramatic descent. 
About a mile farther is one of the state's most out-of-the-way and 
primitive camping sites. Beneath the thick green canopy of 
hemlock, surrounded by miles and miles of naturalness, the 
outdoorsman can consider himself in wilderness heaven. 

The hike is strenuous. The trail and creek don't always fo llow 
each other, with the trail often disappearing into the thicket, so 
the best rule for not getting lost is to follow the creek, the main 
artery of the microcosm. To fish it-"dappling" with flyrod and 

dry fly for rainbows-is considered to be one of the best means of 
appreciation. 

The "narrows," as referred to by the locals, or gorge walls are 
steep, rocky, slick and dangerous, sometimes no more than a few 
feet apart and fifteen to twenty feet high. Here, about two-thirds 
of the way on the trail, the usually gentle creek turns white with 
surging violence, throwing a fine cool mist into the air. The 
hemlock overstory is a seemingly solid mass of dark green; the 
understory is dense and lush with rose bay rhododendron. This 
combination of elements produces a damp and exotic habitat 
that is out of ecological step with the rest of the area. 

Living here in the gorge are several ferns that are of national 
importance, including the Tunbridge fem found only here and in 
South America. Other botanically important ferns include the 
bristle fem and dwarf filmy fem. Also, eleven of sixteen North 
American disjunct moss species are found here, and one, 
Hygrohypnumalpestre, is known to grow nowhere else. 

Other rare plants ofEastatoe's forest floor are the Eastern filmy 
fem, thin-leaved mountain mint, Allegheny spurge, three-birds 
orchid and enchanters nightshade. Noted animals occasionally 
sighted here include the Jordan's salamander, wood frogs, black 
bears, grouse, ravens and deer. 

Over the years, naturalists, scholars and environmental groups 
have studied Eastatoe for its natural significance, and consistently 
the area has been found to be of national and statewide 
importance. But for the people who live there and the 
outdoorsmen who visit, the experience cannot be measured in 
scientific terms, and hardly described at all. But the words used 
most often are adjectives ... unspoiled wilderness .. . unusual ... 
very peaceful ... totally natural ... utterly beautiful ... paradise. 

ENTERING THE JOHN DE LA HOWE MUSEUM TRACT resembles 
approaching a towering cathedral - both inspire reverence of 
something bigger and greater than yourself. 

In vastly wooded and sparsely populated McCormick County, 
eight miles northwest of the county seat, is the John de la Howe 
School, a well-respected institution dedicated to the care and 
training of disadvantaged children. A single-lane paved road cuts 
through the heart of the school's manicured agricultural setting, 
and at its end stands a stark white tomb ensconced in the dark 
shadows of an ancient forest. The tomb is surrounded by six 
graves and some of the biggest pine trees you'll ever see. The 
sounds of human disturbance don't find this place. There's a 
quietness ... a stillness ... the urge to whisper. Walk softly on 
nature's turf. 

There is also a history to this place. Within the white walls of 
the tomb lie the remains of the school's founder and his friend, 
Rebecca Woodin. The French doctor is said to have been an 
eccentric but kind and farsighted man, who established the 
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school in 1797 on 2,630 acres of virgin land in the fork between 
Little River and Long Cane Creek. Its sole purpose was to "care 
for 12 poor boys and 12 poor girls" from the surrounding area, 
then known as New Bordeaux. He stipulated in his goose-quilled 
Last Will and Testament that the one thousand acres of the forest 
surrounding his tomb were never to be cut unless for direct use by 
the children for fuel or building timber. And he left exact 
instructions as to the construction of his tomb: ten feet by ten 
feet, eight feet tall, two bricks thick, an open roof, an iron door 
with the entombed's names spelled out in capital Latin letters. 
The key was thrown into the Little River after locking the couple 
forever under the shade of the swaying shortleaf pines. 

ow almost two hundred years later, the school cares for more 
than a hundred children from across the state on approximately 
1,200 acres, of which about 120 have never been altered by a 
woodsman's ax. Within the boundaries of this tract some of the 
state's oldest trees still grow and die as nature intended. Though 
the tract has been "protected" since the late 1700s, it is safe to 
assume that some areas of this forest have not been cut for more 
than three hundred years, making it the last virgin stand of 
shortleaf pines in the state. 

Starting in 1971, record-setting shortleaf pines have been 
located and designated on the Museum Tract, the first being 
more than 175 years old, standing 146 feet high with a ten-foot 
circumference and crown spread of forty-eight feet. Since then, 
tree after tree has been crowned the "King ofShortleaf Pine" by 
S. C. Big Tree program (S. C. Forestry Commission), certifying 
each as "the largest tree specimen of its kin@ in South 
Carolina" -until nature calls it home either by old age or natural 
disaster such as lighming. The current reigning tree , designated 
in 1985, stands 140 feet with a nine-foot, eleven-inch 
circumference and a crown spread of forty-nine feet. 

In the immediate area of the tomb, there are two paths: the 
more obvious one is to the left, and within fifteen minutes of 
walking it leads down a gentle slope to the sandy banks of the 
Little River; the other, almost imperceptible, leads to the 
towering sad remains of a previous King pine, stripped and 
blackened by a bolt of lighming. 

As if trying to view the impossible, visitors stand close to the 
giant pines and tilt their faces skyward in hopes of seeing through 
the canopies. The forest floor is thick and soft with undisturbed 
layers of dead hardwood leaves and pine needles. Littered about 
are pine cones-cones whose seeds will, in all likelihood, never 
be able to reach through the dry duff to take root, much less grow 
into trees. So pure is the "let Nature take her course" philosophy 
of those who now control the tract, that even fallen trees are left 
to decompose wherever they land. Only when pine beetle 
infestation and disease are at their worst are stricken trees 
removed for the good of the rest. 

As a result of the land being left unmolested, the deep and 
fertile topsoil has built up a resistance to the littleleaf disease, a 
widespread and devastating blight that attacks shortleaf pines in 
the piedmont. Even though the disease is present in the Museum 
Tract, it has not had a significant impact on the noted pines 
because, unlike most soils that have been eroded and leached by 

18. Rainbow trout flash beneath 
the riffl.es of the streams and rivers 
along the Cherokee Foothills 
Scenic Highway, enticing 
weekend line-wetters as well as 
more serious fly-fishermen. 
19. Cutting through rock after 
centuries of fiow, Eastatoe 
Creek's crystalline eddy pools 
give way to narrowed tumbles. 
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ra in, leaving mostly clay, the soil here keeps a host of organisms 
chat act against the deadly fungus-Mocher Narnre's own 
delicate system of checks and balances. 

Records indicate that there are no ocher forests in South 
Carolina as undisrnrbed as de la Howe. le is used by ecologists and 

foresters as a measure by which co gauge ocher forests and their 
development. As a result, we now have a better idea of when a 
tree is at its maximum development for timber: not too young, 
but not left standing longer than needed. 

Most significantly, the super-canopy of the tract is made up of 
shortleaf pines, the first generation of most narnral forests. Today, 
however, the shortleaf pines are dying of old age. The lower, 
thicker canopy- oak and hickory-and the understory

dogwood, yellow poplar, black gum, sourwood, ironwood and 
sugar maple-block out about 80 percent of the sunlight, 
inhibiting the growth of young pines. Indeed, when the last of 
these pines finally rernrn to the earth, few, if any, will replace 

them. 
Evenrnally, hardwoods will dominate the forest, which , except 

for the loss of the old-growth pines, will still be significant. Some 
of the hardwoods are, themselves, approaching record size for 
their species. 

The Museum Trace has been classified as a Natural Area by the 
Society of American Foresters, is registered as a Narnral 
Landmark by the U.S. Department of the Interior, and was 
registered as a South Carolina Heritage Trust Site in 1981. One of 
the most diverse areas of wooded plants in the southern 
piedmont, de la Howe is deserving of the respect and reverence it 
inspires. 

STEVENS CREEK HERITAGE PRESERVE appears to the 
unknowing eye as just another tract of woods in the Sumter 
National Forest within the sprawls of McCormick County. For 
chose who know what to look for and who go during the right 
time of year, Stevens is a galaxy of wildflowers and enormous 
trees, a mismatched plant community that is quite similar co the 
prehistoric South Carolina of the last ice age. Because of a 
unique combination of factors-geographic location, soil , land 
formation - the area maintains disjunct plant species that would 
seemingly be more at home in the Appalachians and Florida. 

Naiuralists aren 't exactly sure why the plant life combination is 
so diverse here, but most believe glaciers pushed the vegetation 
boundary south beyond our state, bunching together diverse 
species and creating an ancient and widespread forest. lacer, 
when the glaciers retreated north, some of the species survived in 
areas chat were similar to their native northern homes. 

Such is the topography of Stevens C reek H eritage Preserve 
with its well-drained, north-facing slope. Here, the temperarnres 
are cooler and moisture is retained. Also, the soil's acidity is quite 

different from the norm in this part of the state, so plants that 
occur here are usually found outside the area. 

For more than thirty years, this tract of land has been under 
scientific srndy as one of the region 's most diverse and unique 
botanical areas. In the mid-1970s, it was acquired from 
Continental Forest Industries by The Narnre Conservancy. 

20 South Carolino \Vi/J/ife 

Shortly thereafter, it was presented to the state and the protective 
hands of the Heri tage Trust program. 

The plant that fi rst brought Stevens C reek co the attention of 
state botanists was the spiny gooseberry, a rare and endangered 
shrub found only here and around lake Miccosukee in Florida. 
Odd in that it sprouts leaves in the winter when there is less 
competition for sunlight, it is a low-growing shrub whose stems 
and berries are covered with stiff thorns. To most laymen , 
however, it is just another sticker bush to be avoided, which is 
hard to do considering that it forms a thick belt through the 
middle of the tract, along the bluffs and adjacent slopes of the 
creek. 

Despite Stevens C reek's location near the sandhills, much of 
the woodlands here resemble chose expected in the higher 
elevations of the southern Appalachians. Included in the long 
list of trees found on the preserve are bitternut hickory, dogwood, 
chesmuc oak, hackberry, slippery elm, beech , ironwood, 
Southern sugar maple and orthem red oak. Many of the trees 
have set state records for size and age , including a Florida sugar 
maple with a circumference of seven feet, height of 120 to 134 
feet and a crown spread of fifty feet. 

Equally diverse is the area's smaller plant life. Come April , 
flower lovers from near and far descend on the site in both 
organized groups and individual efforts to view the explosion of 
color. State tour guides peg this as one of the best wildflower 
walks in South Carolina. Dutchman's breeches, wild geranium, 
shooting scar, buckeye, bladdernut, spring beauty, spicebush, 
mock-orange, several types of trillium, foamflower, toothwort, 
ragwort, spiderwort, pennywort, wild ginger and sweet chervil 
may be seen in the spring. At one time , nineteen rare plants were 
logged as residents of the area, including five species known only 
in one other South Carolina location . 

The animal life, though abundant, is not so unusual. Bees, 
butterflies and ocher nectar-gathering insects are plentiful because 
of the flora. In turn, the bird population is quite large. Of more 
noted importance, however, is a displaced salamander. The 
Webster's salamander is usually found in the country's interior 
regions. Stevens C reek is one of only a few places in South 
Carolina where this amphibian occurs. le is about three inches 
long, brown with a reddish-orange broken stripe down its back. 
H ard co find during the hot summer months, it is fairly easy to 

tum up during spring and fall. 
The forty-five-minute trail provides a pleasant and mildly 

sweaty excursion , through a great expanse of pine trees, a narrow 
belt of old hardwoods and a floodplains forest adjacent to steep 
creek bluffs. In relation to the tract as a whole, the hiker sees 
only a small center cross section , but don't get off the trail 
without expert advice on where you are headed. Markers 
eventually loop back co the trail 's beginning. Much-needed maps 
are available from the state wildlife department. 

The rugged terrain of Stevens C reek Heritage Preserve holds 

an ancient ecosystem, delicate and kept in close protective 
status. Even the popular wildflower walks are restricted co small 
groups for fear that numerous feet would disrnrb the odd garden 
collection nanire assembled here thousands of years ago. 



IN TH E NORTHWEST THIRD of the Palmetto State lie three great 

tracts of woodlands, divided into the five districts of the Sumter 

National Forest. These sectors provide panoramic beauty to 
naturalists, a viable income to nearby counties, abundant game 

and unprecedented recreation opportunities. 

From the Andrew Pickens District, with the wild and scenic 

Chattooga River, to the Georgia-bordering Edgefield and Long 

Cane districts, to the Tyger and Enoree districts with Whitmire at 

their center, the Sumter Forest is sprinkled with special spots that 
offer what many of us value highly: a place to escape the pressures 

of"civilization ." 

Molly's Rock is just such a place. Managed and operated by the 

U.S. Forest Service, the Mo lly's Rock Recreation Area lies about 

ten miles northeast of Newberry within the boundaries of the 

Sumter. Bring a picnic when you visit and enjoy a leisurely lunch 

under the lichen-covered shingles of the shelter, then wander the 
nature trai I. 

The small pond at the recreation area provides an ideal setting 

for observing aquatic life, and you may glimpse painted turtles, 

snakes and crowds of dragonflies. A thin band of hardwoods with 

black walnut and tulip poplars, sassafras and big red mulberries 

lines the watershed above and below the pond, a sample of the 
great woodland that once dominated the entire piedmont. 

The massive boulders from which this area draws its name 

(actually a mispronunciation of the name Marley) are located 

nearby on private land. A short nature trail that begins near the 

dam's western side and loops back to the shelter reveals much 

21. A tiny graveyard set 
amid towering pines holds 
the remains of] ohn de la 
Howe School's founder, a 
man with a vision and a 
concern for preservation of 
the wilderness. One hundred 
acres of virgin forest are a 
living memorial to this 
eighteenth-century 
physician. 

about the native plants and animals, pioneer life, early 

agricultural land use and the forestry management practices that 
reclaimed a devastated landscape. 

In the long past, virgin woodlands covered this section of the 

state and the rest of what is now Sumter National Forest, but 

man and his short-sighted agricultural practices brought drastic 

change. By fifty years ago the land had become barren and 

desolate, forfeited to rampant wildfires, cotton farming's gully

gaping erosion, and the merciless timber harvesting that leveled 
the forests. There was no food for wildlife and no wildlife for food. 

During the Great Depression that pressed the nation in the 

1930s, conservation of the land and natural resources became a 

matter of preservation. In desperation, President Franklin D. 

Roosevelt established "proclamation boundaries" in 1936 

describing where lands could be purchased, land often in the 

poorest shape. The Sumter districts and the two that make up 
the Francis Marion Forest totalled 610,000 South Carolina acres 

that came under the management of the U.S. Forest Service. 

Trees were planted and with timber management, wildlife 

found refuge within the Sumter's boundaries. Some like the 

Eastern wild turkey and the white- ta iled deer, native to the 

territory but only remaining in the most remote areas, were 

restocked and protected. C learings and forest boundaries like 
those found at Molly's Rock created "edge" for smaller game. Soil 

and water resources began to prosper, and now dams hold the 

tides to reduce the flood of topsoil , with streams and creeks 

swelling with freshwater fish like trout and bass. 
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When the state wildlife department began its Game 
Management Area program in 1971, the Sumter served as one of 
its cornerstones; it is now a symbol of the project's success, 
providing a home for scores of thousands of deer, turkeys and 
waterfowl and attracting hunters from all over the Southeast. 

Sixteen sensitive plant species found in the Sumter Forest are 
agreed upon by biologists as deserving of extra protection, plants 
including the purple coneflower, a rare wild strawberry, and the 
federally endangered small whorled pogonia, which is found only 
in one place in the state, near Burrells Ford. Potential habitat 
also exists for unusual nongame animal species like green 
salamanders and bog curries. 

Recreation is a viable attraction for what has become the state's 
"land of many uses." Miles of trails for hikers, bikers and 
horseback riders lace the piedmont and mountain foothills. 
Scattered across the districts are campgrounds, boat ramps, 
swimming areas, picnic sites and rifle ranges. 

Fifty years of monitoring the 360,000 acres and careful 
management practices such as prescribed burning and 
reforestation have restored these natural gems to their original 
pristine beauty. Whether you seek the solitude of the woodlands, 
a peaceful evening around a campfire or a wild, wet and 
challenging trip down the white waters of the Chattooga, the 
Sumter National Forest is a reward for all who value the riches of 
the outdoors. 

VISITING FLAT CREEK HERITAGE PRESERVE/Forry-Acre Rock in 

Lancaster County is much like stepping into a Salvador Dali 
painting. It is alien and lonely, but in its own way, beautiful. 

First and foremost, there is the rock-one giant hunk of 
desolate grey granite. Despite its name, the surface area is a mere 

fourteen acres. During the summer, when the temperature on 
the rockface reaches more than 130 degrees, it is like a swollen 
blister rising out of the surrounding lush green earth toward 
heavenly blue sky. Ripples of heat radiate off it, distorting the 

backdrop of treetops. Like the sparse and patchy remnants of a 
balding man's hair, islands of thin soil and struggling plant life 
punctuate the dome-like landscape. During the winter, the 
environment is simply grey, but in the spring patches of red and 
white embellish the rock. 

Like Dali's surreal artwork, there are things to Forty-Acre Rock 
that don't immediately meet the eye. 

As;tually there are six rock outcroppings on the preserve, a tract 
ofland now jointly controlled by the Heritage Trust program and 
The Nature Conservancy. The other five are not so large ( three
fourths to nine acres) and are not widely publicized for fear that 
they too will suffer the abuse that the largest endured-spray 
paint, trash and carelessly placed feet-signs of man's senseless 
immaturity. 

Some of the outcrops are as close as a few hundred yards; all are 
within a mile. On a clear day-and if you know where to stand, 
where to look and what to look for- two of the others can be 
seen from the pinnacle of Forty-Acre Rock. Some authorities 
theorize that the outcrops were created two hundred million 
years ago by a shift in the earth's crust. Others say they are part of 
a layered granite belt that weaves in and out of the upstate. 

Freckling the faces of all the outcrops are both small and large 
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22-23. Hardwood-trailsides in 
Stevens Creek Heritage Preserve 
are home to plant species found 
more commonly in either the 
Appalachians or Florida. The 
white blossoms, above, belong to 
the false rue-anemone, a species 
rarely found in South Carolina 
and occurring more often in the 
mountains to the north. The 
blooms of spring beauty are fairly 
common in rich, damp woodlands 
and range in color from white to 
dark pink. 
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pocks or shallow depressions, created over thousands of years by 
the corrosive effect of rain. It is in these dimples that life begins. 
A little rain will gather to form a pool; the water will dissolve a 
little of the rock; primary life forms are attracted to the water; an 
ecological system is born. 

In the earliest stages of development, the life is minute: plants 
so small that it takes decades for them to be distinguishable to the 
untrained eye. With careless foo tsteps, years of growth can be 
wiped out. Left untrodden, these oases continue a cycle oflife 
that is both easy to chronicle and fascinating to ponder. 

In the beginning of the process, these depressions are vernal 
pools, holding spring ra in water and playing host to mosses, 
lichens and the diamorpha. Lichens are among the first plants to 
colonize outcrops and adapt to their harsh host by bemg both 
fungi and algae; thus they are able to produce and consume their 
own food-interesting but fa irly common. It is the diamorpha, 
however, that catch the eye of the beholder in the early spring. 

These small and crowded succulents are seemingly everywhere, 
creating the impression of red and white carpets thrown helter
skelter on Mother N ature's bare rock floor. They attain a 
maximum height of about three inches and produce small white 
flowers. By the end of spring, when the pools have evaporated, 
the diamorpha are but dried red skeletons. 

If left to the design of nature, these primary plants live and die 
with the coming and going of the seasons, leaving behind an 
accumulation of residue that eventually sustains even larger 
forms oflife. Some of the pools have ceased to exist and now act 
as large but shallow flowerpots, growing grasses, cacti, yucca and 
even shallow-rooted pines and hundred-year-old red cedars. At 
most and after centuries of erosion, the soil depth of the largest 
areas is only about two feet. 

Among the noted plants that survive in this hellish but fragile 
world is Puck's orpine, a bluish-green relative of the red 
diamorpha. It grows only beneath the shade of the red cedar. 

2 4-2 5. Whoever named Forty-Acre 
Rock mis-measured: the monadnock is 
only fourteen acres in size. Vernal 
pools, depressions that fill with rain 
water in the spring, pock its surface 
and support unique plants like mosses, 
lichens, and reddish-colored 
diamorpha. Viewed from the ai1; the 
massive granite outcrop slopes away to 
the pine forest of the Flat Creek 
Natural Area that surrounds it. 

The pool sprite, another inhabitant of this ecosystem, is an 
annual found only in the vernal pools of granite outcrops in 
Georgia, Alabama and South Carolina. Pool sprite is virtually 
two plants in one. It produces two sets ofleaves and two blooms a 
year, each very different from the other, thus ensuring two 
chances of survival. During the spring, its broad leaves float on 
the water along with small flowers that open for cross-pollination . 
In the winter, its needle-like leaves and never-to-open , self
pollinating blooms are found under the water's surface
sometimes surviving encasement in ice. O nly one other plant, 
found in Africa, is known to have a similar survival technique. 

Animal life on the outcrops is minimal. On the larger patches 
of soil , an occasional lizard may be found hiding in the grass, and 
a unique grasshopper keeps residence on the outcrops, 
camouflaged by its un-striking resemblance to the diamorpha. 

In sharp contrast to the glare of the grey granite, the 
surrounding countrys ide is lush , diverse and unspoiled. A total of 
335 acres make up the Flat C reek Heritage Preserve, complete 
with outcrops, streams, a beaver pond, floodplains and bluffs. 

A three-mile nature trail winds its way along the base ofForty
Acre Rock, past a smaller outcrop that sports a waterslide, 
through the hardwood forest and on to a series of bluffs. 

Diabase, a mineral high in calcium, underl ies portions of Flat 
Creek Preserve. This rock weathers to fonn soils that are nearly 
neutral or basic and sustain a unique array of plants, including 
such rarities as yellow buckeye, nodding trillium, green violet, 

creeping phlox, papooseroot and the yellow chesmut oak. 
Designated as a National Natural Landmark in 1984, Flat 

Creek Heritage Preserve/Forry-Acre Rock offers a diverse setting 
for the outdoorsman and naturalist. It is a blend of 
contemplation, inspiration and botanical discovery .. • 

- Steve Wong 
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1 ANDREW JACKSON STATE PARK 

,.. ti □ 'fr A. A I -"l. ~J 

•22 

• •10 

36 

Lancaster Co. OffU.S. 521, 8 mi. N. of Lancaster, 285-3344. 

2 A SHMOREANDWATSONTRACT HERITAGEPRESERVES * 
·~Id._(? 
Greenville Co. Part of the Mountain Bridge Wilderness Area, 7 34-3893. 

3 BAKERCREEKSTAT EPARK 

* A 1.A. d._ _"l. .:a,. ~ J 
McCormick Co. U.S. 378, 4mi. S.W ofMcCormick, 443-2457/5886. 

4 BRICK HOUSE 

'i-, "fi A *~,J ~ • 
IX-AI.LL'"]"[ ,r.l!!S.~t-
U.S. Forest Service, Newbeny Co. S. C. 66, 6 mi. S. W of Whitmire to 
Sec. Rd. 215 to S.C. 389, 276-4810. 

5 BROADRIVERRECREAT IONAREA 

A1 .A. ·~ld._4 _"l. ~Jr◊ 
U.S. Forest Service, Union Co. S.C. 49, 1.6 mi. E. of Union, Sec. Rd. 
215 to S.C. 389, 427-9858. 

6 BURRELLS FORD 
,J... ti • ,,_,. .... J IYAa.A. '"]"[,r.i!!S.~~ ;-
us. Forest Service, Oconee Co. S.C. 28 to S.C. 107 to Forest Service 
Road 708W, 638-9568. 

7 CAESARS HEADSTATEPARK * 
tA.A.o.Qd._ 
Greenville Co. U.S. 276 N.W of Greenville nearS.C.-N.C. state line, 
836-6115. 
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8 CHATTCX)GA RIVER * 
*.A.-.~, d.. (?_"l., .:a,.;-
Oconee Co. BorderofS.C./N.C. /Ga., 765-5222. 

9 CHERRY H ILL 

t1.A. ·~ld._4;-◊ 
U.S. Forest Service, Oconee Co. S. C. 28, 9 mi. from Walhalla, S. C. 
107 for 7. 7 mi., 638-9568. 

10 CHEST ER STATEPARK 

tAA.-"l- ~J 
Chester Co. S.C. 72 , 3 mi. S.W of Chester, 385-2680. 

11 CLEMSON EXPERIMENTAL FOREST 

t•d..4;-
Clemson University, Anderson Co. U.S. 76 S. of Clemson to S.C. 187 
to gated forestry road, 656-3302. 

12 CROFT STATE PARK 

tA1.A.o.d.__"l..:a.•~J 
Spartanburg Co. S.C. 56, 3 mi. S.E. of Spartanburg, 585-1283/2913/ 
0419. 

l3 ]OHN DE LA HOWE MUSEUM TRACT * 
o-.~id.. 
McCormick Co. 8 mi. N.W of McCormick, 391-2131. 

14 DREHER ISLAND STATE PARK 

t A1 .A. .:a,. ~ J ◊ 
NewbenyCo. U.S. 76, 6 mi. S.W of Chapin, 364-3530/4152. 

15 EASTATOECREEKHERITAGEPRESERVE * 
t A -,d,. (? ~ J;-
Pickens Co. U.S. 178 N. of Rocky Bottom, 868-9921. 

16 fLAT CREEKHERITAGEPRESERVE/FORTY-ACREROCK * 
t•~ld._ 
The Nature Conservancy and SCWMRD. Lancaster Co. U.S. 601/ 
S.C. 903 junction, N. on 601, 734-3893. 

17 G REENWOODSTATEPARK 

t A .A. .:a,. ~ J ◊ 
Greenwood Co. S.C. 702, 17 mi. E. of Greenwood, 543-3535. 

18 HAMILTON BRANCH STATE PARK 

A.A.~J 
McCormick Co. U.S. 221, 15 mi. S. of McCormick, 333-2223/2115. 

19 H ICKORY KNOB STATE RESORT PARK 

,J... ~ .... ,, J 
IY .A_ ..lliil '"]'I[ -,r -"l. .:a,. ~ 
McCormick Co. U.S. 3 78, 7 mi. S. W of McCormick, 443-2151. 

20 ]ONESGAP * 
t .A. ~Id._ 
Greenville Co. U.S. 2 76 along middle Saluda River, 868-9921. 

21 KEOWEE:fOXAWAY STATE PARK 

*~A.A.BIO~J 
Pickens Co. S.C. 11 atLakeKeowee, 868-2605/9478. 

22 KINGS MOUNTAIN STATE PARK 

*A.A. Q _"l. .:a,. ~ J ◊ 
York/Cherokee Co. S. C. 161, 12 mi. N. W of York, 222-3209/9363. 

23 LAKEHARTWELLSTATEPARK 

tA1.A.O.-"l. ~ J 
Oconee Co. S.C. 11 and 1-85 nearGa./S.C. state line, 972-3352. 

24 LANDSFORDCANALSTATEPARK 

tAQ.~1(? 
Chester Co. U.S. 21, 6 mi. W of Lancaster, 789-5800. 

Frost aster, Aster pilosus 

25 LYNCHES WOODS 

'i-, l • .._,,J~ ~ o 
IX 0,. '"]'I[ -,r .i!lS. ~ v 
Newbeny County Park. S. on Wilson Road in Newbeny to Old Armory, 
entrance on west, 276-3 786. 

26 MOLLY'SROCK/SUMTERNATIONALFOREST * 
* A1 ·~Id._◊ 
U.S. Forest Service, NewbenyCo. S.C. 121 N. from Newbeny, U.S. 
176 S.E., 765-5222. 

2 7 MOUNTAIN BRIDGE RECREATION AND W ILDERNESS AREA * 
tA1.A.6.Q.~ld._ 
Upper Greenville and Pickens Co. 868-9921. 

28 0cONEESTATEPARK * A 1 A !zl _"l. .:a,. ~ J ◊ 
Oconee Co. S.C. 107, 12 mi. N. W ofWalhalla, 638-5353/5296. 

29 PARIS MOUNTAIN STATE PARK 

t A .A. -,4 -"l. .:a,. ~ J ◊ 
Greenville Co. U.S. 25, 6mi. N. ofGreenville, 244-5565. 

30 PARSON'S MOUNTAIN LAKE 

'i-, 1i .... ,, J ,._ J • ◊ 
tr A a .A. '"]'I[ -,r .i!lS. ~ -"l. .:a,. ~ r 
U.S. Forest Service, Abbeville Co. S.C. 72, 2 mi . S. from Abbeville to 
S.C. 28 to S.C. 251, 229-2406. 

31 PLEASANTRIDGESTATEPARK 
,.. ~ 

'fr A .A. ..lliil-"l. .:a,. ~ J 
Greenville Co. S.C. 11 , 22 mi. N.W of Greenville, 836-6589. 

3 2 SADLERS CREEK STATE PARK 

t A .A. - "l- .:a,. ~ J 
Anderson Co. S.C. 187, 13 mi. S.W of Anderson, 226-8950/7156. 

33 STEVENS CREEK HERITAGE PRESERVE * 
t•~ld._(? 
McCormick Co. S.C. 23, 15 mi. from Edgefield to Sec. Rd. 139 to Sec. 
Rd. 143 (becomes Sec. Rd. 88), 734-3893. 

34 TABLEROCKSTATEPARK * 
'i-, 1f ~. ,, ◊ 
IX A • A ..lliil '"]'I[ "'t -"l. .:a,. ~ J 
Pickens Co. S.C. 11 , 16 mi. N. of Pickens, 878-9813/6641. 

35 W ILI::X::ATWAYSIDE STAT E PARK * 

*A•(? 
Greenville Co. U.S. 276/S.C. 11, 3 mi. W of Cleveland, 734-0156. 

36 WOODS FERRY 
'i-, 1i • ,,_,. .. _ ◊ 
IX Aa.A. '"]"[,r.l!!S.~-"l-i-
u.s. Forest Service, Chester Co. S.C. 72, 12 mi. S.W fromChesterto 
Sec. Rd. 25 to Sec. Rd. 49 to Sec. Rd. 574, 427-9858 .. • 
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MIDLANDS 
AIKEN, ALLENDALE, BAMBERG, BARNWELL, CALHOUN, CHESTERFIELD, CLARENOON, 

DARLINGTON, DILLON, EOOEFIELD, FAIRFIELD, FLORENCE, KERSHAW, LEE, LEXINGTON, 

MARION, MARLBORO, ORANGEBURG, RICHLAND, SALUDA, SUMTER. 

,r KE SOMETHING O F THE PIEDMONT, something of the coastal 

J1. ~~in, add a ridge of rock bisecting the state and narrow band of sand. 

The resulting topographic blend is unique in its diversity-South 

Carolina's Midlands. 

Within this region rivers tumble for the last time over piedmont 

rocks, and the rolling hills begin to stretch out as though aware of their 

meeting with the flat pine woods of the coastal plain. Elliptical 

depressions of unknown origin share this land with trackless river 

swamps where tall cypress and tupelo gum challenge the imagination 

to fathom what lurks within. 

At our western border the mighty Savannah resumes its flow, at last 

unimpeded by dams, symbols of man's progress. Along its banks steep 

bluffs rise to overlook rocky shoals where rare white lilies bloom. Nearer 

the state's geographic center, wooden giants dot the Congaree River 

floodplain in a monument to what once was, and, just a few miles 

south, thousands of waterfowl seek the haven of Santee National 

Wildlife Refuge on the banks of our nation 's most famous man-made 

lakes. 

The dunes of an ancient sea, now covered in scrub oak and pine, 

swell gently across this midsection of South Carolina. The diminutive 

pine barrens tree frog, considered by many as the most striking of all 

North American tree frogs, has adapted to the acid blackwater bogs of 

places such as Sandhills National Wildlife Refuge. Here too, resin

whitewashed trunks of mature pines betray the presence of endangered 

red-cockaded woodpecker colonies. 

All who rush from mountains to sea with seldom a glance at the 

Midlands are missing the heart of South Carolina. 

2 8 Sourh Carolina \v'ilalife 

29. Majestic pond cypresses rise 
like columns from the black water 
of Cathedral Bay Heritage 
Preserve in Bamberg County. A 
Carolina bay, Cathedral is an 
excellent example of the unusual 
oval basins which support wetland 
plant and animal communities. 





3D-31. Habit.at has become so scarce for the rocky shoals spider lily that the rare white flower now grows in only a few known colonies. One of 
these special places is Savannah River Bluffs Herit.age Preserve, where it was first discovered more than two hundred years ago by early 
naturalist William Bartram. 

MANY PEOPLE, PERHAPS MOST, have a hard time understanding 
why conservationists go to so much trouble to save from 
extinction some seemingly insignificant plant growing in some 
obscure place. "What's the loss of one kind of plant," they 
reason, "when there are still so many others?" In their book 

Extinction, noted ecologists and conservationists Paul and Anne 
Ehrlich defended the preservation of each and every living 
species. They compared our ride on the large spaceship called 
Earth to flying in an airplane they've just seen having rivets 
removed from its wing, one by one. Sooner or later the 
cumulative loss of all those "insignificant" pieces will have a 
disastrous effect upon the whole, and we don't know which is the 
critical piece that could collapse our ecosystems. Every species 
preserved from extinction serves as another stitch to hold the 
fabric.of life together. 

Here in South Carolina, biologists with the state wildlife 
department's Heritage Trust program comb the landscape in 
search of rivets ( to continue the metaphor) that are in danger of 
falling out, bits and pieces of nature that might soon pass from 
existence unless measures are taken to ensure their survival. 

Lands that harbor rare or endangered species are sometimes 
purchased by the state to become Heritage Preserves. 

One such preserve that protects a virtual trove of natural 
treasures is an Aiken County eighty-acre tract called the 
Savannah River Bluffs. In terms of number and kinds of rare 
plants, this site is unique for South Carolina. At least eight of the 
plant species found growing here are also found on the list of rare, 
threatened or endangered plants. Among them is the relict 
trillium, known to occur in only four other places across the 
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entire nation. The site also harbors the state's only known 
population of bottle-brush buckeye and our most extensive 
populations of yellowwood, upland swamp privet and Trepocarpus. 

The bluffs themselves are steep and very rocky in places, 
ranging in height from 3 70 feet to less than 130 feet. From the 
base of the bluffs to the Savannah River extends a narrow 
floodplain dominated by bald cypress and dwarf palmetto. 
Curtains of Spanish moss frame scenes of the rolling river 

beyond. 
Durin~ spring and early summer visitors are greeted with a solid 

mass of floral white emblazoning tiny islands amid the wide 
expanse of water. The now-rare, white rocky shoals spider lily 
was first noticed here over two centuries ago by early American 
naturalist William Bartram, who recorded that the lily "almost 
alone possesses the little rocky islets which just appear above the 
water." Endemic to rocky shoals and island margins, this species 
depends on rapidly flowing water of a certain depth for its 
existence. Construction oflarge impoundments on rivers in the 
Southeast has greatly reduced the lily's habitat, so that today 
there are only a few known colonies in the United States. 

Prior even to Bartram's early explorations of this area, 
American Indians came to this stretch of the Savannah in 
pursuit of fish. Rock formations in the river may be remnants of 
the funnel-shaped stone fish traps they erected. 

A spectacular panorama awaits the visitor who follows the foot 
trail along an old dirt road to the bluffs, where the water becomes 
shallow and ripples over the rocks. The prospect of nature's total 
package ofland , water and wildlife comes into focus-a 
significant whole, comprised of"insignificant" pieces. 



IN RECENT YEARS THE GREATEST THREAT to wildlife survival 

has become loss of habitat; land that once met the needs of 

animals has been altered to meet the needs of man. Coexistence 
between the two is the guiding premise behind Silver Bluff 

Plantation, a three-thousand-acre working farm, pine plantation 

and wildlife sanctuary owned and operated by the Audubon 

Society. Though Silver Bluff is not managed with visitors in 

mind, tours may be arranged in advance. Those who do so find 
evidence that crops and timber can be produced profitably while 
preserving a home for wildlife. 

On the sandy farm-to-market road that crosses the sanctuary, a 

first impression forms that Silver Bluffs fields somehow don't 

appear typical. A ten-foot border of brush along their margins 

and the subdivision of large fields by rows of pines are unheard of 

on most farms. There is a purpose for this method of farm 

management. Large expanses of open field offer no cover for 

wildlife and no means for their escape from predators. "Clean 
farming" may look neat and efficient, but it spells the end for 

many wildlife species. Leaving just a bit of "edge" provides small 

mammals and birds with a welcomed refuge on Silver Bluff 

Other farm practices also are altered here out of consideration 

for wildlife. Instead of plowing crops under after harvesting, the 
plants are left standing in the fields to serve as food and cover for 

hungry animals. A few smaller fields are sown in a tangle of 

bicolor lespedeza, a good source of food and cover for quail, or 

perhaps chufa, a sedge whose tubers are preferred by wild turkeys. 

There is a park-like look to the acres devoted to timber 

production. Regular prescribed burning stimulates the growth of 

succulent shoots and grasses for browsing deer and reduces the 
ground litter that could fuel a destructive fire. Some dead trees, 

known as snags, are left standing to serve as nest trees for 

woodpeckers, owls and hawks. 

These few "adjustments" to the usual methods of farming and 
forestry have resulted in a diverse and abundant wildlife 

population. The forest lands are home to an enormous variety of 

songbirds, as well as wild turkeys, bobwhite quail, woodpeckers, 

owls, hawks, deer, foxes, raccoons, bobcats and fox squirrels. 

Ponds and wetland areas suppon egrets, ibises, herons, otters and 
beavers. 

A tour in the late spring and summer should include visiting 
Silver Bluffs largest impoundment, Kathwood Lake, which has 

been devoted to aiding the recovery of an endangered wading 

bird, the wood stork. At more than three-and-a-half feet tall and 
with wingspans greater than five feet, these large white birds 

stand out against the dark blue ofKathwood's shallows. 

Sometimes called "the flinthead" because of its grey-black 

featherless head, the wood stork submerges its open beak and 
seines for small fish and crustaceans. The species' nesting cycle is 

timed according to natural patterns of rain and drought. During 
periods of little rainfall, fish are concentrated in shrinking pools 

of shallow water, providing an abundant and easily obtained 

supply of food for the nesting storks. The loss of suitable wetland 

habitat coupled with water management for flood control has 
interrupted the wood stork's accustomed nesting habits, causing 

a severe decline in the bird's population. 

To provide a suitable wetland feeding area, Kath wood Lake was 

divided into three smaller ponds with manageable water levels so 

that the water can be pulled down whenever the storks are in the 

area. Wood storks winter in Florida and South Georgia and 
usually visit South Carolina from mid-spring to early fall. As 
many as ninety-seven of the rare storks have been documented 

feeding at Kath wood Lake on a record day. 

Silver Bluff Plantation proves that man and animal can coexist 
in harmony, and creatures of the wild can enliven much rural 

landscape if its example is followed. 

TUCKED AWAY AMONG THE ROLLING SANDHILL$ of 

Lexington County, only a few minutes' drive from downtown 

Columbia, poses a twenty-foot-high, wedge-shaped outcropping 

of sandstone in which are embedded the fossilized remains of 
prehistoric sea creatures-a hundred miles away from the 

Atlantic Ocean. 

A sign bearing The Nature Conservancy's green oak leaf points 

the turnoff from S. C. Highway 6. Peachtree Rock, allegedly 

named for a peach tree that once grew atop it, is one anomaly of 

many at the three-hundred-acre Peachtree Rock Preserve, a 
natural area owned by The Nature Conservancy. The rock itself, 

the largest sandstone outcrop in South Carolina, seems to teeter 
like a toy top on its precarious, pointed base. Erosion has sculpted 

its tapered shape, wearing away the soft sandstone of its lower 

ponion, leaving the harder rock above. Tubular burrows left by 

the marine animal, Calianassa, riddle the soft undersurface, as 

well as etched initials oflove-struck adolescents-signatures of 

the young marring those of the ancient. 
The rock's immediate surroundings offer another surprise, a 

setting reminiscent of a mountain cove ... in the midst of the 
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sandhills. Oaks, hickories, mountain laurel, galax, trailing 
arbutus, cranefly orchids and a variety of fems thrive here, 
contrary to expectation. A nearby waterfall cascades twelve feet 
into a pool of sparkling spring water, adding the fini shing touch 
to a landscape that seemingly transports the visitor instantly from 
scrub oak sandhills to the Blue Ridge. 

Only a short distance uphi ll from this moist, shaded oasis exists 
an altogether different environment. The sandy soil left here by 
an ancient sea is porous and well-drained and, as a result, poor in 
nutrients due to constant leaching by rainfa ll. In this sterile 
setting only the hardy can survive, and the dwarfed, twisted 
figures of sparkleberry bu hes and turkey oaks stand witness to the 
harsh conditions. Even so, a number of stalwart plant species 
manage to grow here, among them cactus, sandwort, cushion 
moss, spikemoss, and a lichen known as British soldiers. 

Man has left the mark of his presence on this land. Indian 
potsherds discovered in the vicinity are believed to be over four 
thousand years old, attesting to the early presence of Native 
Americans. 

In the first years of this century, men came here in pursuit of 
pine resin for use in turpentine production. Many of the trees 
that were wounded and robbed of their sap fell victim to disease 
and insects and were later logged. A few scarred stumps remain 
along the trai lside, memorials to a bygone industry. 

Another industry, albeit an illicit one, thrived in these woods 
as late as 1965. Cover provided by thick evergreen shrubs and a 
water table very close to the surface suited the area for operating 
illegal liquor sti lls. The gashed and broken remains of the last raid 
by "revenooers" are still in evidence here. Since acquiring 
Peachtree Rock and its environs in 1980, staff and volunteers of 
The South Carolina ature Conservancy have made a concerted 
effort to rid the preserve of the effects of past abuses- litter, 
erosion, defoliation-and protect the natural diversity of this 
unique and delicate area. Their motto, "Take only pictures and 
leave only footprints, " is one we all would do well to heed. 

AT ITS BEGINNING, THE SALUDA RIVER tumbles down the 
sloping landscape of the Blue Ridge Mountains-sparkling, 
frigid, and teeming with trout. Upon its escape from the 
mountains it flows across the piedmont and on toward the sea at 
a casual pace, seldom regaining the splashing excitement of the 
highlands. The trout soon disappear, for the water grows too 
warm and low in oxygen for their survival. 

It is remarkable then that nearly two hundred miles and two 
impoundments from its source and within sight of our state's 
capital city, the lower Saluda hosts both whitewater enthusiasts 
and anglers fond of fly fishing. Spilling from Lake Murray's chilly 
depths, the sparkling water is a brisk fifty-five degrees year-round, 
just the ticket for the cold-natured trout. Given the right 
conditions, the river can rage with a foaming ferocity not unlike 
the now-renowned Chattooga. Recently designated South 
Carolina's second State Scenic River, the lower Saluda brings 
the pleasures of a mountain stream to the heart of the midlands. 

For ten miles the river courses down its homestretch toward a 
rendezvous with the Broad River. This is a favorite float trip for 
area paddlers. For the first six miles beyond the Corley Mill Road 
landing, off U.S. Highway 3 78 or S.C. Highway 6, paddlers dip 
haphazardly as the river sets an easygoing pace, allowing a 
chance to take in the beauty of the surrounding woodlands. With 
a deep rasping croak, a great blue heron lifts from the shallows, 
its morning stalk disturbed. Waterfowl , owls, hawks, kingfishers, 
turtles and an occasional water snake enrich the river's sights and 
sounds, and, throughout the trip, a chorus of songbirds rings 
from the branches of sweet gums and ashes, water oaks and red 
maples. Streamers of Spanish moss may repre em the extreme 
northern limit of the species' range. 

Thus far the river has descended quietly-only fifteen feet in 
elevation. At the 1-26 bridge, this peaceful prelude of flat water 
comes to an end on the brink of the Fall Line. Ahead the river 
plunges twice the elevation in only three miles, making for 
plenty of white water and swift sailing. Two hundred yards below 

32 . Endangered wood storks get preferential treatment at Kathwood Lake on Silver Bluff Plantation, a working farm and wildlife sanctuary 
owned by the Audubon Society. The impoundment has been devoted to assisting the wading bird's recovery from a drastic population decline 
brought on by habitat alteration. 



the interstate crossing, the roar of traffic is drowned by the roar of 

falling water. Heart rates quicken with the.river's pace. A 

skillfully angled paddle gives direction to the ride, but the 

hurtling river now bears the boat along with a will of its own. 

The rapids come and go in quick succession , with nicknames 

such as "Oh Brother," "Ocean Boulevard" and "Stacy's Ledge." 

Mill Race Rapids is perhaps the best-known stretch of the lower 

Saluda, for it is in plain view of traffic entering Columbia via 

1-126 and until recently was a favorite weekend watering hole. 

Mill Race is the site of a bygone cofferdam, built in 1834 to 

supply the Saluda Factory, then the state's largest cotton mill, 

with water power. At some time in the past, the dam was blasted 

away, leaving behind sharp jagged rocks and protruding metal 

rods. Coupled with the fact that high water turns Mill Race into 

a C lass V ("Exceedingly difficult, for experts only") or possibly 

C lass VI ("Cannot be attempted without risk of life") rapids, 

paddlers are always advised to take out on the right bank or 

portage this dangerous stretch of whi te water. 

Because the lower Saluda's streamflow is regulated by releases 

from the Lake Murray hydro fac ili ty, its water level may rise as 

much as four feet in less than an hour. Given the Saluda's 

unpredictable character, only capable paddlers should attempt 

the whitewater portion. 

For many years the Saluda has been valued not only fo r its 

beauty but also for its utili ty. Rivers were the highways of 

yesteryear's commerce, and boatmen in the last century floated 

goods 120 miles above Columbia by way of the Saluda River. A 

canal with a system of five locks was constructed adjacent to the 

Fall Line rapids to enable vessels to proceed upstream. The 

remains of the historic Saluda Canal can be seen on the river's 

left bank, below Riverbanks Zoo. 

In our day the lower Saluda may prove to be too useful for its 

own good. Flowing through the heart of South Carolina's most 

populous metropolitan area, the river has become many things to 

many people. Some draw their drinking water from it , while 

others dump their wastewater into it. Some use the water for 

recreation , while others use it fo r work. All are in some way 

dependent upon it and must care about the fa te of this unique 

and valuable resource. 

EARLY IN THE LAST CENTURY, French author C hateaubriand 

noted, "There is nothing of age in America save fo r the 

woods . . . . " Less than two centuries later his words ring with irony, 

for today the aged woods of which he wrote are all but gone, la id 

waste in the wake of American settlement. 

To our great fortune, one of the parcels of earth men found too 

bothersome to invade is found only twenty miles from our state 

capital. On low-lying ground frequently overflowed by the 

Congaree River, a rare remnant of primeval forest survives, 

largely untouched by man. Too wet to farm and for many years 

too difficult to lumber, this river-bottom swampland harbors one 

of the last forests of its kind in all America. In tribute to the 

grandeur of those mighty forests now forever gone, Congaree 

Swamp National Monument preserves a rare glimpse of America 

the way it was-uncut, unspoiled , undiminished. 

Join the park naturalist any Saturday afternoon fo r a guided 

walk around Congaree and behold trees acclaimed the "redwoods 

33. Formed of marine fossils, fine sand and other deposits left from 
the ocean's inundation 4 5 million years ago, Peachtree Rock rests 
far inland from the present shoreline. Millenia of erosion have ' 
produced its wedge shaJJe, but visitors' thoughtless defacement is 
speeding the breakdown of this geological reminder of time long past. 
34-35. A beautiful but unpredictable passage through the center of 
the state, the lower Saluda River posts a year-round invitation to 
paddlers and fis hermen after striped bass and mountain trout. 

of the East." Nowhere else in the eastern United States are there 

so many trees of such grand proportions. Of the eighty-five types 

growing here, seven specimens are reckoned to be the largest of 

their kind in the entire country; sixteen o thers reign as state 

champions. Comprised mostly of slow-growing hardwood 

species, these champs required long years of growth to arrive at 

their record dimensions. The patriarch of the Congaree is, 

appropriately, a bald cypress, estimated to be over six hundred 

years old. 

Congaree Swamp National Monument might well be named 

Congaree Floodplain National Monument, for the area is not a 

swamp as we commonly define the term but is instead the 

floodplain of the Congaree River. An average of ten times each 

year heavy rains swell the river with muddy water laden with rich 

topsoil washed from farmland upstream. Enriched by this 

frequent inundation , the trees on the floodplain grow much 

larger than those on the surrounding bluff. A walk from the 

ranger's station located on the bluff to the park's boardwalk 

which stretches three-quarters of a mile across the floodplain will 

illustrate the difference. 

February is the month when most flooding occurs at Congaree, 

and during this period exploring the park is limited to hiking the 

boardwalk or paddling the canoe trail along Cedar Creek. 

During drier months visitors can trek along any of four marked 

hiking trails, with a combined length of twenty-two miles. 

Big trees are not the lone inhabitan ts of this cathedral-like 

realm; a great variety of wildlife finds haven here as well. Deer, 

opossums, minks and raccoons leave signs of their foraging in the 

damp earth, while squirrels scurry along treetop highways known 

only to their kind. An occasional black bear may amble through 

the deep woods, enjoying the bountiful acorns and nuts shed by 

the generous hardwoods. The park's most fearsome resident, the 
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tusked wild boar, may grow to frightful siz~ on this rich supply of 

mast. The last feral hog taken by hunters in the swamp weighed 

in excess of five hundred pounds. 

Over two hundred species ofbirds have also been sighted in the 

park. You can bet your binoculars on seeing one kind of 
woodpecker or another, for there are eight varieties to choose 
from. The most commonly encountered, by sound if not sight, is 

Woody Woodpecker's look-alike, the pileated woodpecker. AB 
big as a crow, its presence is usually betrayed by the sound of 

staccato drumming ringing through the trees. 
Another resident is the barred owl, commonly called a "hoot 

owl." This nocturnal bird of prey glides through the dark 

silhouettes of the O}ngaree trees without so much as the whisper 

of a wing beat to feed on such swamp fare as frogs, crayfish, small 

mammals and even screech owls. 

The greatest chance of seeing an owl belongs to those who 

venture into the swamp toward sundown, an outing the park staff 

calls an "owl prowl." Armed with flashlights, plenty of mosquito 

repellent and a recorded owl call, the small band of visitors 
whisper as they shuffie hesitantly through the darkening forest. 

Periodically the ranger stops and all are silent as the owl call is 

broadcast through the night air ... in the distance a series of 

gentle hoots reply, music that echoes the sounds heard by 
Carolina's first white explorers. 

O)uld early naturalist John Lawson return from antiquity to 

retrace his South Carolina journeys now three centuries past, he 

would find few places the way he remembered. But if his travels 
brought him up the O)ngaree River toward O)lumbia, the 

towering trees of O)ngaree Swamp would ring true in his 

memory, for little has changed here since the mists of time. 

Although modem-day visitors tilt their heads back in awe of 

the forest giants, and some are occasionally overheard exclaiming 
that just one tree might provide sufficient lumber for a house, the 

pristine state of the O}ngaree forest was not gravely threatened 

until late in the nineteenth century. It was then that the timber 

industry moved from the northern states to assault the great 

stands of southern pines and swamp hardwoods. Fate was kind to 
the O)ngaree trees, for the land was purchased by a rare kind of 

lumberman, Francis Beidler, a man with a lifelong commitment 
to conservation, a word and cause which had few champions in 

his day. 

In 1914 Beidler's selective timber management operation was 
abandoned, and for the next fifty-five years the forest grew 

undisturbed, despite Beidler's death in 1924, for he had 

convinced his heirs that "the forests were a vital national asset 
that should be preserved." 

A grassroots effort to ensure the pristine nature of this unique 
forest gained momentum until in 1976, the United States 

(})ogress purchased fifteen thousand acres of the Beidler 

holdings, "in order to preserve and protect for education, 

inspiration and enjoyment of present and future generations an 

outstanding example of a near virgin southern hardwood 
forest .... " Our generation and generations to come can be 

grateful for those who saw more in the majestic O)ngaree forest 

than so many board-feet oflumber, who saw instead a legacy of 
nature which once destroyed, could never again be replaced. 

36. Giants of their kind 
dwell in the Congaree 
Swamp National 
Monument; record-sized 
loblolly pines and bald 
cypresses tower above 
the trail to Weston Lake 
and grow deep in the 
bottom/ands and black 
waters of the swamp. 
37. Congaree naturalists 
lead visitors on "owl 
prowls, " nocturnal treks 
to hear the haunting calls 
of these birds of prey and 
perhaps even glimpse a 
great-horned owl like this 
imperious fellow. 

WINGS AND WATER FLASH IN THE SUNLIGHT; with a great 

commotion ducks by the thousands take to the sky- mallards, 

pintails, blue- and green-winged teals, shovelers, wigeons

honored part-time residents on the north shore of lake Marion 

at Santee National Wildlife Refuge. 
Numbers of these visitors from the North are down drastically, 

from 173,000 ducks here ten years ago to just over 10,000 last 

year, the evidence ofloss of breeding and nesting habitat, 
changes in northern agriculture, acid rain effects and lead 

poisoning. Canada geese, too, arrive in smaller flocks-only a 

thousand last year compared to six times that many in 1978. 
Santee, which is part of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service's 

system and designated a waterfowl refuge, reflects the diminished 
populations seen all over the state and up and down the Atlantic 

Flyway, despite the fact that management practices on the refuge 
have not changed. 

It's still a great place to observe waterfowl, seventeen or 

eighteen species, all wintering at the four units that make up 

Santee Refuge. A walk down the self-guided wildlife trail that 
circles nearly a mile through Wright's Bluff unveils a sampling of 

the various habitats present, from wetlands to forest to open, 

planted fields. 

The waterfowl begin arriving in late October, peak in late 

December and early January, and are gone by March. The best 

time to see them is at the peak period and the best place may well 
be the trail's observation tower at the edge of an agricultural field, 

a field planted specifically to provide supplementary food for the 

birds. 

Bluff Unit is the site of Fort Watson, a Revolutionary War fort 
built on an Indian mound, burial ground for chiefs of the Santee 
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Indian tribes. From Fort Watson, Lighthorse Harry Lee and 

Francis Marion turned the tide of the war in this area. The 

mound, now a state and national historic site, and its close 
surroundings are under lease to S. C. Parks, Recreation and 

Tourism. 
Among the other three units, Dingle Pond is a C arolina bay 

designated a public-use natural area with minimal development 

and one improved road for access by foot or bike. Pine Island is a 

managed natural wetland with improved roads, and C uddo 
Unit, largest of the four, is the most diverse with more water and 

forest land because of its size. Pine, oak and hardwood flats are 
evenly dispersed over the units, with only periodic cutting for 
salvage or thinning taking place for the benefit of wildlife, and 

the remainder of the fifteen thousand acres is marsh and ponds. 

Fishing is permitted in any of the impoundments from March 
to N ovember 1; waterfowl resting areas in the land units are 
closed from November 1 through February. The wildlife trail and 

the visitors' center are open year-round. 

Besides the full spectrum of waterfowl seen at Santee Refuge, 

stable numbers of deer and small game abound and may be 

hunted on C uddo and Pine Island in accordance with state 

seasons. To the delight of rare-species watchers, red-cockaded 
woodpeckers inhabit the pine woods, and alligators and bald 

eagles are seen frequently on the refuge. 

But the stars of the show remain the ducks and geese, and 

through cooperative agriculture and wetlands management, 

conservation profes.sionals continue attempts to lure their 
dwindled numbers. Santee Refuge's waterfowl are environmental 

indicators: if the birds are in trouble, so may we be. Those of us 
who value the presence of great numbers of these wild creatures 

feel grave concern for the habitat problems the birds face, 

problems that can only be overcome by careful and conscientious 

land-use choices. 

38-39. Overwintering waterfowl populations at Santee National 
Wildlife Refuge have diminished dramatically, despite management 
efforts on the refuge's four Lake Marion units. Ten years ago, 
6,000 Canada geese arrived at the refuge; last year, a]anuary peak 
of only a thousand attested to habitat loss and changes in the birds' 
northern nesting and feeding grounds. 

FROM THE AIR WOODS BAY STATE PARK looks like an 

impres.sion made in the earth's surface by a giant egg, an oval of 

dark greenery surrounded by a patchwork of tilled farmland. 

N arrowly saved from the chain saw and the plow, this unique 
park provides a haven for a wealth of wildlife and preserves one of 

South Carolina's finest examples of a Carolina bay, a vanishing 
landform that is one of nature's genuine mysteries. 

The majority of these elliptical depres.sions occur in the two 

Carolinas, hence their designation . Few exist today in an 

unaltered condition ; many are dry, but others, such as Woods 
Bay, are wet and swampy, and a few occur as shallow lakes. The 
"bay" title is based on the abundance of evergreen bay trees 
observed growing at these places by early naturalists. 

One striking feature common to nearly all Carolina bays is 

their alignment in a northwest to southeast direction. A number 
of conjectures have been offered regarding the origin of the bays 

and their common orientation , including the "meteorite theory" 

and one attributing the basins to tidal actions of the ocean that 

flowed acros.s this land ages ago. 

Whatever its origin, Woods Bay is a wetland oasis supporting a 
rich variety of plants and animals. The park's seven-hundred-foot 

boardwalk or one of its rental canoes provides a more intimate 

glimpse of life in the bay's swamp forest. Artesian springs within 

the bay inundate the 1,500-acre basin with three feet of water, 

pure enough to drink. A bout one-third of the bay is covered by a 

watery prairie of marsh grasses and water lilies, a sunny 
environment preferred by alligators and wading birds. The larger 

portion of the bay is a dense swamp forest of cypres.s and tupelo 

gum trees, a shaded realm inhabited by water snakes, wood due.KS 

and barred owls. 

The margin of the bay provides a striking con trast between two 

very different plant communities, for within a matter of yards the 

swamp becomes a desert. A bordering rim of low sandhills is a 
feature typical of many Carolina bays. Adherents of the meteorite 

theory of bay formation contend that this sandy edge was 
bulldozed up by the impact of meteors crashing into the earth. 

While the cause is unclear, the effect is obvious. The dense 
thicket of evergreen bay trees swells righ t to the edge of the 
swamp, but there it comes to an abrupt halt. Where the water 

ends, the sandhills begin, sparsely vegetated with turkey oaks, 

pine trees, prickly pear and a spongy carpet of reindeer mos.s. 

Plants that are poles apart in their habitat requirements are found 

here in surprising juxtaposition. 

Over the years, a great many Carolina bays have succumbed to 
man's need for farmland. Woods Bay, however, has been utilized 

in another way-as a naturally occurring reservoir of water. At 

least three water-powered grist mills were operated here, the last 

one closing down in the mid-1930s. These mills were owned by 

several different men , including Andrew Woods for whom the 
bay is named. At some time or another, no one knows just when , 

a mill pond was constructed on the north side of the bay. In the 

ensuing decades the pond has been reclaimed by the wild, and 

today it is the haunt of gators and a feeding ground for wading 
birds. A mile-long nature trail encircles the pond, a favorite 

route for guided walks conducted by the park's staff naturalist. 
Those with an eye for plant identification might recognize 

Virginia willow, chain fem , fetterbush , yellow jessamine, and a 
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40-41 . Woods Bay, with its black pond and lily pads, is atypical of 
the elliptical depressions known as Carolina bays because it holds 
water all year; at right, Branchville Bay, near Orangeburg, fills and 
dries depending on rainfall. Tall milk wort blossoms on Branchville's 
pond cypress savanna reflect the summer sun. 

woody species with few limbs known as devil's walking stick. 
Woods Bay is unique among South Carolina's state parks. No 

facilities exist here for camping, swimming, or many of the other 
typical recreational offerings. What is present is a chance to be 
close to nature, to experience a part of the rapidly shrinking wild 
land ye,t remaining in our state. 

THERE IS A SPECIAL SATISFACTION in beholding something 
that has been restored, in seeing the ugly and discarded brought 
back to beauty and usefulness ... a rusting Model A, refitted and 
JX)lished to its original luster, or a scarred antique, its grain 
glowing once again through a flawless finish ... one can't help 
but admire accomplishments such as these. 

In Chesterfield County, 45,000 acres of rolling sandhills attest 
to just this kind of accomplishment-a restoration. UJX)n 
entering the refuge it is difficult to believe that this landscape was 
once a picture of desolation, a barren wasteland of little use to 
man or beast. Indiscriminate logging and unwise farming 
methods had leached the sandy soil of its meager fertility until 
finally the land was exhausted. One by one the farms were 
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abandoned and the wildlife disappeared, until in 1939 the federal 
government purchased the mostly unwanted land and undertook 
its healing. Carolina Sandhills National Wildlife Refuge was 
established as a wildlife demonstration area, where sound 
management of the soil, the forest and the wildlife would restore 
the land to its original vitality. 

After half a century of patient nurture, its reclamation has been 
remarkable. Hillsides once denuded of trees and ravaged by 
erosion are mantled with stately groves of longleaf pine. Land 
once incapable of supJX)rting a scant remnant of wildlife now 
teems with deer, beavers, rabbits, otters, skunks, bobcats, 
squirrels, hawks, owls, warblers ... in all forty-two species of 
mammals, forty-one species of reptiles, twenty-five species of 
amphibians, and nearly two hundred species of birds. A number 
of plants and animals whose continued existence is threatened by 
loss of habitat find here a haven from extinction and a home in 
which to thrive. 

The renewed land is once again of benefit even to man, not in 
crops harvested or timber cut, but in providing a place to witness 
earth's wild creatures in their native surroundings, a spectacle 





4 2-4 3. Fifty years of patience and scientific management practices 
on Carolina Sandhills National Wildlife Refuge have brought about 
restoration of a ravaged land. Special consideration is given to the 
red-cockaded woodpecker and its unique habitat needs, and the 
area's broad meadows and open fields are now havens off ood and 
cover for hundreds of species of wild animals. 

that has brought wonder to people of every age. Few places in 

South Carolina afford a better opportunity for observing animals 

in the wild. Visitors enjoy extensive access to the wildlife by way 

of the hundred miles of trails and roads open to the public for 
exploring the area. Observation towers and a photography blind 

allow students of nature a chance to watch and wonder without 

interrupting the normal course of animal life. 

Carolina Sandhills National Wildlife Refuge is one refuge in a 

network of over four hundred nationwide managed by the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service for the purpose of providing wildlife 

habitat. Many refuges are located along the major north-south 

flyways and provide welcomed resting and feeding areas for 

migrating birds, especially waterfowl. Sandhills Refuge personnel 

have.constructed thirty lakes and ponds for the migrants. Visitors 

see a number of these impoundments along the main 

thoroughfare, appropriately named Wildlife Drive. 

Come October, Canada geese will glide in on the first chill 
winds from the north and remain on the ponds until early April. 

An estimated two thousand honkers will spend the winter here. 

Their plaintive calls echo in contrast to the sociable splashing 

and chuckling of up to fifteen thousand ducks-mainly mallards, 
wigeons, black and wood ducks-with which they share the 

ponds. The gaily colored woodie's squeal is common here year
round. Wood ducks are one of conservation's greatest success 

stories, having rebounded from the brink of extinction to be the 

most common breeding waterfowl in the eastern United States. 

Yellow-bellied turtles bask along the banks of these man-made 

ponds or on the floating trunks of felled trees. The handiwork of 
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beavers is obvious here, too, although the nocturnal rodents 

spend most daylight hours hidden away in their lodges. 

Long stretches of tall longleaf pine, some with fire-blackened 
boles, border the sides of Wildlife Drive. These woodlands are 

not victims of forest fires but are instead areas where wildlife 

managers have used prescribed (controlled) burning to clear 

away woody undergrowth, thereby keeping the forest floor clean 

and open . The endangered red-cockaded woodpecker darts 

through these piney woods, finding ideal habitat in the mature 
pine forest. At Sandhills Wildlife Refuge the woodpecker is a 

"management priority" and receives special consideration. 

Nesting cavity trees are plentiful throughout the refuge and 

visitors can spot them easily, aided by the white bands placed on 

each nest tree by refuge personnel and the sticky tears of sap that 
ooze down from holes pecked around the cavity. 

The priority given the red-cockaded woodpecker at Sandhills 

Refuge is yielding encouraging results. Estimates of the bird's 

population there are set at 120 to l30 clans (a clan consisting of 

two to five birds), more than at any other national wildlife refuge. 

While much of the refuge's land is covered with pine forest, 

approximately 1,200 acres are maintained as open fields and 
meadows, benefiting a variety of wildlife. Bobwhite quail prefer 

these places where low shrubs and brush provide cover from 

predators and where seeds, buds and berries grow for food. 

White-tailed deer browse here, as well as the wily wild turkey. 

Some of the fields on the refuge are planted with grains such as 
millet or com to provide food for visiting waterfowl and other 

species. Food plots near Wildlife Drive serve the incidental 

purpose of attracting animals within easy view of visitors. During 

winter months, herds of deer, thirty or more strong, are often 

seen foraging in these clearings. 

Wildlife constitute the obvious attraction for many people who 

visit the refuge, but some fascinating, ingeniously adapted 

vegetation also thrives here. The turkey oak survives the fierce 

summer sun by being able to.reorient its leaves, minimizing the 
surface area exposed to the sun's direct rays. 

Some plants that grow in the nitrogen-poor wet areas known as 

seepage bogs, found at the base of some sandhills, tap an 

abundant source of nitrogen: insects. The carnivorous pitcher 

plant, for instance, secretes a sweet nectar to lure insect meals 

inside its vase-shaped hollow leaves. A variation on the same 
theme is found in the tiny sundews, an efficient species that 

produces a natural kind of super glue to lure, trap and digest its 
prey, all in one. 

Flesh-eating flora is not the only rarity inhabiting the sandhills 

bog. The tiny pine barrens tree frog is endemic to this habitat and 

is so completely adapted to life here that its continued existence 

is inextricably linked with that of the sandhills bog. 
Like the frog and the pitcher plant, Carolina Sandhills 

National Wildlife Refuge is itself a rarity, for it is one of the few 

places that has been given back to nature, a lost home restored to 

its original inhabitants-wildlife. In our day when human 
encroachment steadily reduces wildlife habitat, refuges such as 

this offer the surest hope that the wild and untamed creatures, so 
much a part of our land's past, will yet be a part of its future. _ _, 

- Glenn Oeland 
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KEY -Special features are given symbols. Ex. : 
while wildflowers are found throughout the state, 
areas noted for wildflowers have the ,'t symbol. -, ... 
* indicates an area profiled in this issue. 

* Trail 
,,,, 
-,• Wildflowers 

- Boardwalk d.. Animal species 

te' Nature center 4 Birding 

A Tables!shelters O, Endangered/ - threatened species I Restrooms 

.A.camping 
-~ Boating/canoeing 

iii!. ~• Swimming 
.llil. Cabins 

5• ,,,, 
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.OJ Fishing 0, Handicapped access 

Q Histonc site 
jtr Hunting 

◊ Call (programs , 1Ji Vegetation ( size, age fees, special 

1 AIKEN STATE PARK 

*Af.A. 1fid.__~~-.oJ 
Aiken Co. S.C. 78, 16mi. E. of Aiken, 649-2857. 

2 BARNWELLSTATEPARK 

* A .A.ffro. _~ .oJ 
Barnwell Co. S.C. 3, W. outside Blackville, 284-2212. 

3 BENNETT'S BAY HERITAGE PRESERVE 

.. ,,,,J~ 
-,.:-,•tm_~ 
Clarendon Co. U.S. 521 from Manning to Sec. Rd. 50 to Sec. Rd. 211, 
734-3893. 

4 BLACK CREEK LAND TRUST PROPERTY 

"'-.. ,,,J~◊ 
/Y-,.: -,•tm_~ 
Darlington Co. Black Creek at mouth of Swift Creek, call first, 393-
3881/2211. 

5 CATHEDRAL BAY HERITAGE PRESERVE 

1'id..4 
BambergCo. 321 to Olar, 1.5 mi. E. onS.C. 64, 734-3893. 

6 CHERAWSTATEPARK 

1'... iii!... ,,, J 
IY A A .llil.-,.: ~• tm. o,_~ ~-
Chesterfield Co. U.S. 1, 4mi. S.W. of Cheraw, 537-2215/2291. 

7 CoNGAREESWAMPNATIONALMONUMENT * 
*-= 1.A.6.1fi~1d._40,_~.0J◊ 
National Park Service, Richland Co. S.C. 48 to S.C. 734 to sign, 
776-4396, 765-5571. 
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or rarity) restrictions) 

8 CRAIGPOND 

•~1d._o, 
Chem-Nuclear Systems and Savannah River Plane, Barnwell Co. S.C. 
64 just outside of Snelling, 259-1781. 

9 GOODALESTATEPARK 

A-~~-.oJ 
Kershaw Co. U.S. 1, 5 mi. N.E. ofCamden onOldWireRoad, 432-
2772/9318. 

10 H ITCHCOCK WOODS 

"--.. ,,,,_,.s~ 
IY -,.: -.• tm. ~ V 

Hitchcock Foundation, Aiken Co. Middle of city of Aiken, South 
Boundary Extension, 648-2311. 

11 LAKEWALLACEWMA 

Af 1fi~ld._40,_~~-.0Jr 
Marlboro Co. In Bennettsville, 4 79-3312. 

12 LAKEWATEREE STATEPARK 

*Af.A.0,d.__~.oJ 
Fairfield Co. U.S. 21 N., 482-3123. 

l3 LEE STATE PARK 

*AA-~~- .oJ 
Lee Co. 1-20, exit 123, 7 mi. E. ofBishopville, 428-3833. 

14 LIBERTY HILL WMA 

•~1d._4 0,_~~-.0Jr◊ 
Kershaw Co. S.C. 97 from Camden to Lancaster, 427-4771. 

15 LICKFORK 

*AA 1fi~ld._4 _~~-.0Jr◊ 
U.S. Forest Service, Edgefield Co. S.C. 23, 8 mi. W. of Edgefield to 
S.C. 230 to Sec. Rd. S-19-163 to Sec. Rd. S-19-392, 637-5396. 

16 L!TTLEPEEDEE STATEPARK 

*AAd..-~.oJ 
Dillon Co. S.C. 57, 11 mi. S.E. ofDillon, 774-8872. 

17 loWER SALUDA RIVER * 

.. ,,,_,. .... J 
-,.: ~• lm. ~ -~ .. 
Lexington Co. Corley Mill Road off U.S. 378 orS.C. 6. 

18 LYNCHES RIVER STATE PARK 

*A1fid._~ . .oJ 
Florence Co. U.S. 52, 13 mi. S. of Florence, 389-2785. 

19 MANCHESTER STATE FOREST 

*Af 1fi~ld._40, .oJtr 
Sumter Co. S.C. 261 S. offU. S. 378, 494-8196. 

20 PARR HYDROELECTRIC PROJECT 

Af O. ·~ld._40,_~ .oJr◊ 
Includes Broad River, Enoree, and Parr Reservoir WMAs, Monticello 
Sub-impoundment and Reservoir; Fairfield/Newberry Co. 4 2 7-4 771. 

21 PEACHTREE ROCK HERITAGE PRESERVE * 

"-.. .. ,,,,~ 
IY-i-: -,•~ 
The Nature Conservancy, Lexington Co. S.C. 215 co S.C. 302, left on 
S.C. 6, 254-9049. 

22 POINSETTSTATEPARK 

1'... -, iii!. .. ,,, J .... ◊ 
IY A A .llil.-,.: ~• lm. ~ -~ ~- .oJ 
Sumter Co. S.C. 261, 18 mi. S.W. of Sumter, 494-8177/8192. 

23 RIVERSBRIDGESTATEPARK 
1 

*AO~-.oJ 
Bamberg Co. S.C. 641, 7 mi. W. of Ehrhardt, 267-3675. 

24 SANDHILLS NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE * 

*"d._40, 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Chesterfield Co. U.S. 1, 4 mi. N.E. of 
McBee, 335-8401. 

25 SANTEE-COOPER WMA 

*~1d._40,_~~-.0Jr◊ 
Lake Marion, Orangeburg Co. S.C. 6, Eutaw Springs, Sec. Rd. 137 for 
.25 mi. to dirt road, 825-3387. 

26 SANTEE NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE * 

*~10,d..4_~.oJ◊ 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Clarendon Co. Shore of lake Marion, 
478-2217. 

27 SANTEESTATEPARK 

1'... iii!. .. ,,,, ... J ◊ 
IY A A .llil.-,.: -,• ~ -~ ~-.. 
Orangeburg Co. S.C. 6, 3 mi. N.W. of Santee, 854-2408/2546. 

28 SAVAGEBAYHERITAGEPRESERVE 
,..._,,,,_,. s~ 
f'X -,.: -,• tm_ ~ V 

Kershaw Co. U.S. 1 from Camden to Sec. Rd. 489 to Sec. Rd. 835 
(Drakeford Rd.) , 734-3893. 

29 SAVANNAH RIVER BLUFFS HERITAGE PRESERVE * 

*'~ld._O' 
Aiken Co. S.C. 230S.E. toward North Augusta, 734-3893. 

30 SESQUICENTENNIAL STATE PARK 

*Af .A.Q1fi~ld._4_~~••J◊ 
Richland Co. U.S. 1, 13 mi. N.E. of Columbia, 788-2706/0437. 

31 SILVERBLUFFPLANTATION * 

1fid._40, 
The Audubon Society, Aiken Co. S. C. 125 between North Augusta 
and Jackson, 827-0781. 

32 SUGARLOAFMOUNTAIN 

*Af Q,~ld._40,_~ •Jr 
Part of Sand Hills State Forest, Chesterfield Co. U.S. 1 N. on S.C. 109, 
498-6478. 

33 WILLIAMSONPARK 

*-= AO.,~ld._4 
City of Darlington. North side of Darlington, Spring Street Extension, 
393-5839. 

34 W OODSBAY STATEPARK * 

1'...-= -, .. ,,,_,.~ 
IY A -,.: ~• tm. V -~ 

Florence/Sumter/Clarendon Co. 2 mi. W. of U.S. 301 between Olanta 
and Turbeville, 659-4445. _, 

Uttle bluebell, Nannothemis bella 
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loWLANDS 
BEAUFORT, BERKELEY, CHARLESTON, CoLLETON, DoRCHESTER, GEORGETOWN, 

HAMPTON, HORRY, }ASPER, WILLIAMSBURG. 

~w TILE MOUNTAINS ARE MAJESTIC, no part of our planet can 

'W ~qual the sea's tug at our emotions. Painters and poets have tried 

to capture its call. Perhaps it is the relentless thunder of breakers rolling 

up the sand that gives our coastal region its special appeal. 

The beaches and palmetto tangles of barrier islands like Capers, 

Hunting and Bulls on Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge evoke a 

sense of discovery, as though the visitor were among the very first to 

disembark upon their sands. Terns, pelicans and giant loggerhead 

turtles nest within their dunes while a seemingly endless variety of 

shore birds flirt with each surge of surf. 

Within the surrounding marshes, myriad forms of marine life are 

born and nurtured for their sojourns in the sea. On the mudflat shallows 

great blue herons and white egrets create studies in slow motion; 

overhead, ospreys pirouette on fanning wings while searching for a 

shimmer of fish below. 

In the brackish marshes and old ricefield reserves of Savannah 

National Wildlife Refuge, Bear Island Wildlife Management Area, 

Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center and the vast Santee Coastal Reserve, 

wading birds and waterfowl reach numbers almost too great to count. 

Here even the endangered American bald eagle finds sanctuary. 

Farther inland, bobwhite quail call from pine flats dotted with moss

draped live oak. In the vast coastal swamps such as Beidler Forest, fish, 

reptiles and amphibians ply coffee-colored waters while sweet warbler 

song laces the living canopy above. Life, like the rivers that flow here, 

moves with a slow yet powerful grace. 

From shore to inland forests South Carolina's Lowlands are indeed 

God's own. 

46 South Carolina Wil&ife 

4 7. At various times planted in 
cotton, abandoned to the 
elements, and maintained as a 
hunting preserve, Capers Island 
is a wilderness of subtropical 
vegetation and coastal marsh 
land. 







THE DAYS O F THE OLD PLANTATION HUNT may seem to be 

waning- those days when spacious wooden lodges housed the 

hunters and kennels provided shelter for the dogs, days of hearty 

meals and personal guides. But there is one place where those 

days are not entirely over, the Webb Wildlife Center in Hampton 
County. Each fall and winter, close to three thousand hunters 

apply for 480 deer spaces and the opportunity to enjoy the 
center's plantation-style hunts. 

The accommodations in the ninety-seven-year-old lodge are 

enticing and so is the 40 to 50 percent hunt success rate for a 

hunter to bag a limit of two deer. Webb Wildlife Center supports 
and monitors a large deer population on its 5,866 acres. 

The lodge also accommodates twelve hunters for each of the 

six to ten separate quail hunts held every fall and winter. 

Primitive weapons hunts for deer and hogs are scheduled, as well 

as turkey, grey squirrel and dove hunts in season. 

The philosophy at Webb is intensive management for a 

diversity of habitat. Pine and pine/hardwood forests with scattered 

wildlife openings cover 3,500 acres. The pine forest is burned 

annually to discourage woody growth and encourage herbaceous 
plants more favored by wildlife. The one hundred wildlife 

openings are planted in the fall in millet, sorghum, Egyptian 

wheat, corn and rye to supplement the food supply for small 
game. Two seven-acre ponds were diked ten years ago and stocked 

with bass, bluegills and shellcrackers. 
Balance checks are conducted to determine if the three species 

are producing a comparable number of young each year and to 

ensure the pond is not predator-heavy. The water level and 

fertilizer are key to maintaining adequate food supplies for these 

species. Fifteen hundred fishermen a year visit these two ponds 

and the swamp lakes and streams. 

When the colonists first arrived in the southeastern United 
States, there were some twenty-four million acres ofbottomland 

hardwood forest, extensions of the rivers themselves, regularly 

flooded and acting as natural controls against extreme highs and 
lows in the water levels. They served as rich repositories of hardy 

wood, fertile soil and abundant wildlife. 

Today, only five million acres of these bottomland forests 

remain, part of which is the Webb Center's 2,300-acre 

hardwood and swamp forest along the Savannah River. 

48-49. Bluff Lake, an oxbow farmed when the Savannah River 
changed its course, is part of Webb Wildlife Center's diversity. Pine 
forest and clearings planted for small-game food and cover provide 
quality wildlife habitat; bird-voiced tree frogs like the juvenile at left 
inhabit low shrubs near the water. A swamp-soil lover whose dark 
shiny seeds are often carried for luck, the red buckeye, above, is one 
of numerous plant species found at Webb Center. 
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50-51. Wading birds throng Savannah National Wildlife Refuge and other marshes, estuaries and bays of lowcountry Carolina. Above, a 
green-backed heron guards its young in their nest of tangled twigs. Below at right, a great blue heron successfully pursues its principal food at 
the edge of a marshy pond. 

The Savannah River floodplain is about one-and-a-half miles 
wide here. Two Webb Center nature trails, one for canoeing, the 
other for hiking, guide the visitor into the heart of the swamp. 
The tall, sometimes hollow cypress trunks in Bluff Lake stand 
like columns on a Roman temple in the clean black water. The 
swamp harbors bream and crappies to satisfy the palate, and 
alligators and water moccasins to stimulate the imagination. 

Toward evening, listen for the piping of the bird-voiced tree 
frog. ),!though abundant in the swamps of the Savannah River 
and its tributaries and active from late spring through summer, 
this animal is found nowhere else in South Carolina. 

Other amphibians of interest at the Webb Center include the 
mole salamander, which occupies underground burrows in pine 
savannas, hardwood forests and swamps, and a lesser-known 
species, the tiger salamander, a large salamander with irregular 
yellowish-brown spots against a background of dark brown or 
black. 

The area has always been famous for its rattlesnakes, and 
Eastern diamondbacks are still common at Webb, in addition to 
canebrakes or timber rattlers. 

An unusual mammal can sometimes be observed at Webb 
Wildlife Center, the ninebanded armadillo. It spends the day in 
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a burrow, which may house several individuals, and emerges at 
night to root about in search of insects, small reptiles, amphibians 
and eggs. 

A twenty-acre area on the eastern edge of the swamp, the 
James Lake Bluff, was recently registered as a Heritage Site. 
Within the highly diverse community of upland and lowland 
climax southern hardwood forest grow four significant plants 
worthy of protection: small-flowered silverbell, a rare small tree, 
only the third reported in South Carolina; a rare sedge; hop 
hornbeam, which is more typical in the mountains and the 
piedmont and rare on the coastal plain; and tough buckthorn, 
more common in a maritime forest. 

In 1985 the first nesting in Hampton County of the endangered 
swallow-tailed kite was reported at the Webb Center. The pair 
returned in 1986 to nest, but last year a nest could not be located. 
The striking silhouette of this falcon-shaped bird with a long 
forked tail is only surpassed by its agile, swallow-like flight. In 
1985, with the seasonal cicada hatchout, twenty swallow-tailed 
kites were observed feeding at Webb, diving straight down to the 
ground and plucking up the insects, raising their talons to their 
beaks and consuming the cicadas in flight. In 1987, two 
Mississippi kite nests were located. Both species require 



bottomland hardwood forests as.sociated with rivers, habitat that 

is rapidly being destroyed by man. 

The Webb Wildlife Center property was purchased by the 

wildlife department in 1941. Formerly known as Belmont 

Plantation for the famous horse-racing family who once owned 
it, it was renamed in 1979 for the late James Webb, South 

Carolina's first wildlife biologist and a former executive director 

of the department. The purchase and maintenance of the center 

was made possible largely through federal wildlife restoration 
funds from the Pittman-Robertson Act. 

Diversity is the key at Webb, not only regarding wildlife habitat , 

but also in terms of usage. The center is an annual mecca for the 

hunter and fisherman and serves as an outdoor laboratory for the 

herpetologist, botanist and ornithologist. Canoe trails, hiking 

trails and picnic areas afford easy access to a great variety of 
habitats. While the lodge houses deer and quail hunters, the 

entire center plays host to many educational and research 

programs, ranging from hunter safety workshops for youngsters to 

experiments with herbaceous plantings for wildlife. As a natural 

hub of outdoor activities, Webb Wildlife C enter is a valuable 
resource to all South Carolinians. 

looMING IN THE DISTANCE, eighteen miles up the Savannah 

River on its western channel, are smokestacks rising out of large, 

grey rectangular structures, symbols of the twentieth century. 

Across the river, on the eastern side, lie signs of industry, too: 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century dikes and rice mmks for the 

cultivation of the cereal grass. 
By the 1700s, man had altered the 1.owcountry's landscape. In 

clearing and diking river swamps and marshes for planting rice, 
he interrupted the natural flood cycle. He replaced it with his 

own system of flood control, thus changing existing plant and 

animal life for centuries. When the rice fields almost by default 

became major waterfowl feeding grounds in the early part of this 
century, the South Carolina coast gained distinction among 

wildlife enthusiasts and hunters for this alteration of its 

floodplain. 
Today industry has the capability of not only altering the 

landscape, but of destroying it with oil and toxic chemicals as was 
almost the case in December of 1986, when 500,000 gallons of 

crude oil covered the river's surface. Along the Savannah River 

industrial complex, a magnificent refuge serves as a ready monitor 

of environmental health. 

Savannah National Wildlife Refuge was established on April 6 , 
192 7 -approximately thirteen thousand acres of former rice 

plantation lands consisting of tidal rivers, creeks, marshes and 

freshwater impoundments. In 1980, the refuge doubled its size 
with the purchase from Union Bag Company of another thirteen 

thousand acres composed of river-bottom hardwood swamp. The 

swamp is representative of a highly valuable ecosystem that is 

rapidly disappearing in the Southeast. 

Savannah Refuge's impoundments attract about 12 to 18 

percent of the state's duck population each winter. Freshwater 

marshes are generally more beneficial to wintering waterfowl 

than salt, and according to project leaders of the Savannah 
Coastal Refuges, one third of the acreage (about one thousand 

acres) is managed as static, aquatic pools, primarily for the diving 
ducks. Another third is referred to as "emergent" and dominated 

by such duck foods as wild millet, panic grass and smartweed. 
The remainder fluctuates with the natural tidal flow and provides 

ample space for wading birds and shore birds. 

The twenty-five miles of dikes around the impoundments are 

all open to foot and bicycle travel. C ars can gain access to the 

refuge from U.S. 17 by turning onto the four-mile Laurel Hill 
Wildlife Drive at the visitors' station . An excellent guide to the 

drive is available free at the station . 

Expect the unexpected at the Savannah Refuge. Because it lies 

in the southernmost com er of the state, many more southerly 

species of wildlife occur here than in other parts of South 
Carolina. In addition , its fresher impoundments attract greater 

numbers of tundra swans, brant, snow and Canada geese, and 

occasionally a greater white-fronted goose. Two breeding pairs of 

bald eagles have fledged young for the past two years. The 

endangered piping plover, as pale as beach sand, is a fairly 

common winter visitor as well as the American bittern. 
The largest female alligator ever recorded in South C arolina 

was released on the refuge in 1984; she measured eleven feet , four 

inches and weighed over three hundred pounds. A male about 
fourteen feet long has also been seen. 

Out on the impoundment dikes are a series of hardwood 

hammocks, similar to the pine hammocks of a brackish or 

salrmarsh system. The spring warbler migration through these 

hammocks is a whirlwind of yellow, green , black and blue, with a 

little orange thrown in for good measure. Such rarities as the 
blue-winged, golden-winged, Tennessee, chesmut-sided, bay

breasted and Connecticut warblers attract birders from across the 
state. The C istern Trail, a short walk through one of the 

hammocks just off Laurel Hill Drive, affords one a close look at 
these tiny but indefatigable songbirds. 



52-53. Burning through morning mist, the sun outlines Pinckney 
Island ibises and herons. Below right, eyes talks of a navy of fiddlers 
resemble raised periscopes as the tiny crabs scuttle along the shallows 
and mudflats of the refuge 's salt marsh. 

Summer brings nesting swallow-tailed and Mississippi kites. 
Down on the ponds, the water lilies and lotuses come into full 
bloom, acre upon acre of white and yellow blossoms blanketing 
the old rice fields. Seeming to walk on water, purple gallinules 
stride with ease across the lily pads, scooting back into the 
pickerel weed to check on nestlings. Least bitterns burst out of 
the rushes for brief moments, revealing buffy wing patches and 
black caps. Also hiding in the grass may be a king rail, or even a 
black rail. 

Joining the herons on the diversion canal, a man fishes with 
rod and reel or cane pole, hooking bream, largemouth bass and 
crappies. The H oulihan Bridge Landing and Wood Landing 
above 1-95 provide boat access to the canals and tidal creeks. All 
refuge canals and pools are open to fishing from March 15 
through October 25, tidal creeks from February 1 through 
October 25. 

Venturing into some of the blackwater swamp, the Tupelo 
Swamp Trail runs for a half mile or so along the old Vemezobre 
freshet bank, built by slave labor during plantation days to create 
a reserve for containing floodwaters from the Savannah. 

Both gun and bow hunting are traditional on these lands, 
beginning with feral hog hunts in October, running concurrently 
with deer and squirrel through November 1. An unlimited 
number of permits are available for all hunts, including 
waterfowling, held each year in accordance with state seasons 
and limits. Common snipe are fair game, in addition to the 
ducks. 

Not only does the sight of hundreds of pintail ducks or white 
ibises swell the heart, but it also tells something about the health 
of the refuge. As the Savannah National Wildlife Refuge moves 
into the twenty-first century with industry knocking at its flood 
gates, its very vulnerability and sensitivity will provide the early 
warning signs necessary to act in defense of our environment. 
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AS HIGHWAY278APPROACHESTHETURNOFFfor the 
nineteenth-century summer village of Bluffton, the road widens, 
then a huge concrete bridge rises higher and higher, the gentle 
green marsh disappearing underneath. In one hop the bridge 
spans MacKay Creek, touches down for an instant on a small 
green island, then takes a second leap over the lntracoastal 
Waterway, landing in a midday traffic jam on Hilton Head Island. 

In the hustle and bustle of the resort island, a traveler's thoughts 
may return to that quiet island of green under the bridge. 
Pinckney Island is its name, a 4,053-acre national wildlife refuge 
at the southwestern end of Port Royal Sound, sandwiched 
between the growing mainland and island developments and 
marked by a brown sign. 

While humans seek the haven of the refuge for its quiet, 
hundreds of wading birds claim nesting space on Pinckney Island 
each spring and summer. These same birds may once have nested 
on Hilton Head's freshwater wetlands. The ecological link 
between the two islands, both for people and wildlife, is 
becoming more and more significant. 

Across MacKay Creek, the refuge also includes Com Island, 
Little and Big Harry islands, and Buzzard Island. Pinckney is the 
largest of the refuge islands. Its diverse habitat and fourteen miles 
of roads and nature trails are managed by the U.S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service (USFWS) and are open to the public year-round 
during daylight hours. 

A policy of nonconsumptive use is stressed on the refuge. Cars 
get no farther than the parking spaces nestled in the maritime 
forest at the visitors' station . From there, Pinckney Island's 
3.8-mile length may be explored on foot or by bicycle. 

Nearly 67 percent, 2, 729 acres, of the refuge consists of salt 
marsh and hammocks. Along the main road to White Point, just 
beyond the wooded entrance, a vast high marsh extends on 
either side. On a summer day, hundreds of white ibises and wood 
storks graze these "salt prairies," the ibises from nesting colonies 
on more remote islands and the storks possibly from rookeries 
farther south in hardwood swamps. Up to 2,500 ibises have been 
counted on the island at one time. 

Beyond the next forested area, the first of five freshwater ponds 
emerges. Called Ibis Pond, it is surrounded by grass and trees with 
a wooded island in the middle. On this island, the crowns of the 
pine trees teem with birds, innumerable white dots against the 
green. A few of the pines and wax myrtle bushes are absolutely 
bare, dead from the heavy concentration of droppings on their 
limbs. 

During last summer's breeding season snowy, cattle and great 
egrets nested on Ibis Pond, joined by little blue and tricolored 
herons - a melange of noise and movement. 

A half-mile farther down the road, Osprey Pond boasts some 
thirty little blue heron nests. These freshwater ponds are a vital 
feature of any coastal island and have been particularly enhanced 
at Pinckney by man's careful excavation. By leaving wooded 
islands in the middle of the ponds, critical protected nesting 
habitat is provided for wading birds. 

USFWS is anxiously awaiting the highway department's next 
request for dirt, because it will mean completing the excavation 
of the final half of another pond. Thus, Pinckney Island is still an 



island in transition. Called Lookout Island until the family of 
General Charles Cotesworth Pinckney assumed ownership, 
Pinckney was heavily farmed in sea island cotton and com for 
over two hundred years. In 1975, northern owners who had 
managed it as a game preserve donated the multi-faceted refuge 
to the USFWS. 

In addition to the marsh and ponds, there are 200 acres of 
maritime forest, 150 oflongleaf pine, and tall stands of spruce 
pine and magnolia. Scattered about the island are some exotic 
plants, no doubt collected and planted by C. C. Pinckney, who 
was an avid student of botany and a friend of Andre Michaux. 

One hundred acres of open fields, mowed once in summer, 
juxtaposed with the woodlands create an ideal edge for birds of 
prey. Birders may encounter red-tailed hawks, American kestrels, 
merlins, the endangered peregrine falcon and a pair of bald eagles 
who've recently begun nesting on nearby Spring Island. 

Winter also brings ducks to Pinckney, though not in great 
numbers due to the small size of the ponds. Red-breasted and 
hooded mergansers winter on the brackish creeks, diving for fish. 
Common loons feed at White Point and on rare occasions can be 
heard calling. 

In the 1960s, there were virtually no deer on the island. Now it 
supports about ninety deer, of which twenty are harvested 
each fall. A one-day "biological hunt" is organized for 
the public for which permits are issued. No freshwater fishing is 
allowed on the refuge, but fishing and shellfishing in the creeks 
and estuarine waters are. A public boat ramp and fishing pier are 
located at Last End Point, the southern tip of Pinckney Island. 

As the population of Beaufort County increases, the term 
refuge will take on greater meaning for the county's human and 
animal life. Wildlife, particularly birds, are excellent visible 
indicators of environmental health. Pinckney Island's clean air, 
clean water and quiet beckon the herons to nest in its ponds, just 
as they draw humans to its peaceful solitude. 

THE SEA ISLANDS ON THE WAY to Hunting Island State Park 
are an initiation into a different time zone; one may not 
understand the place fully, but intuitively it feels good. With the 
road's twisting through the live oaks and marshes of lady and St. 
Helena islands there comes a sense of blending with the landscape, 
of feeling its rhythms and of shaking off everyday aggressions. 

Sixteen miles later the traveler is poised at the foot of a low 
bridge spanning Johnson's Creek to Hunting Island. The sea 
islands left behind seemed safe and tranquil; the barrier island 
ahead bears the brunt of the capricious Atlantic, season after 
season. 

Hunting Island Lighthouse, standing on the north beach, its 
third site, tells the story of nature's power. Its top, 136 feet above 
the ground, affords a textbook aerial view of a South Carolina 
barrier island. 

A white strip of sand meets the pounding surf. Behind that is a 
grey-green ribbon of salt-pruned live oaks and wax myrtles and 
then a wide swath of soft yellow-green pine canopy running 
down the island's middle. On the back, the salt marsh defies 
rectangular shapes and meanders with every tum of a creek's 
channel. 

By the eighteenth century, Frenchmen had already dubbed this 

place "Isle des Chasseurs," and two hundred years later the name 
is the same, but its use has changed. Today, Hunting Island, as a 
state park, is a refuge for both wildlife and people. 

With two hundred campsites, fourteen cabins, a park store and 
a recreation building, the five-thousand-acre island is a popular 
summer retreat and attracts a million visitors annually. In spite of 
such heavy use, the impact has been softened by the clustering of 
roads, parking and camping areas, leaving parts of the island 
undisturbed for wildlife and preserving Hunting Island's 
outstanding natural features. 

One such feature is the maritime forest along the one-mile 
Lighthouse Trail. Nowhere is the state tree, Sabal palmetto, more 
abundant. Familiar to South Carolinians as the cabbage palm, its 
bright green fronds jump out like jack-in-the-boxes, spotlit 
against the dark trunks of pine and oak. Lower to the ground is a 
palm with a much rounder leaf, almost fan-shaped, its stem 
spiked down the length of each side. This is the saw palmetto, 
more like a shrub than a tree, creeping along thP forest floor. The 
saw palmetto reaches its northern limit here, thus distinguishing 
Hunting Island from barrier islands farther north. 

The pines differ as well. Evident are the tall, wide trunks of the 
loblollies, with their bark delineated in large, red plates. Not so 
apparent is a smaller pine with a smaller cone, for which the 
needles occur in bundles of two or three, unlike the loblolly 
whose needles are only in threes. This is the slash pine, a tree 



which provides important cover and food for wildlife and 
excellent wood for construction. 

On the south end of the island, a hiking trail along the highest 
natural sand ridge in the park runs parallel to a mile-and-a-half
long saltwater lagoon, known to fishermen simply as "The 
Lagoon." Here birds and humans fish in harmony, the spinning 
of reels punctuated by the splashes ofleast terns hitting the water. 
Each fills a separate niche: the anglers cast for mature spot, trout, 
flounder and drum; the terns dive after tiny silver fish and 
menhaden. 

The nursery ground for many of these delectable catches is just 
around the comer, in the marsh on the backside of the island, 
where there's plenty of available food and cover, away from the 
pounding waves and strong currents. People retreat there, too, 
along a thousand-foot boardwalk to observe the tides slipping in 
and out, depositing tons of phytoplankton and zooplankton 
upon which the young fish feed. 

Extensive sand and mud flats emerge at low tide between 
Hunting and Fripp islands, where hundreds of shore birds gather 
to feed and loaf. Black skimmers tum and face the wind, while 
ruddy turnstones, programmed by instinct, use their bills to flip 
over shells and other debris in search of food. Beyond the flats, 
Atlantic bottlenosed dolphins and their calves swim against the 
current ofFripp Inlet. 

Paradise Fishing Pier extends 1,120 feet into the inlet and is an 
excellent place from which to observe the water and wildlife, as 
well as to fish. Across the road is Russ Point public boat landing, 
where boaters and fishermen enter the inlet and try their luck at 
the artificial reefs offshore. 

Hunting Island's three miles of undeveloped beach probably 
attract the most visitors. Here at the edge of the state, nature 
teaches us the greatest lesson of harmony on earth. Instead of 
defending her edges with walls and fences, nature meets the force 
of the Atlantic with a wide strip of tiny, loose particles which shift 
as the ocean shifts. In winter, the waves take some of them away; 
in summer they build up again, a soft cushion of give and take. 

Typical of the barrier islands, the north beach of Hunting 
Island is eroding. Out in St. Helena Sound, however, some park 
property is building up that most visitors will never see. It's a very 
narrow, low island of about fourteen acres called Egg Bank. 
Claimed by the state as accreted land, it was turned over to 
Hunting Island State Park and registered as a Heritage Site, in 
recognition of its potential as valuable nesting habitat for shore 
birds and the Eastern brown pelican. 

In fact, a pelican rookery was reported on the site in 1904, and 
reference to a bank where pelicans nested in 1925 is thought to 
describe Egg Bank, but by 1950 it had washed away entirely. 

As Egg Bank again emerges, pelicans, black skimmers and 
royal terns nest there. Thus far, their efforts have met with little 
success due to the island's susceptibility to flooding, but as the sea 
gives back, these birds may find a new home. 

Egg Bank's existence, like the bits of sand and shell of Hunting 
Island's beach, provides a new sensibility in dealing with nature's 
forces, born out of harmony rather than conflict. A sense of 
peace prevails on this barrier island, even in the face of 
uncertainty of what the next day or the next tide will bring. 
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IN THE ICY CHILL OF A JANUARY MORNING it's hard to imagine 
anything going swimming. Yet through the brown grasses of Bear 
Island Wildlife Management Area's old rice fields, sunlight 
shimmers on the wet, iridescent green head of a northern 
shoveler skimming the water's surface with its broad, spatulate 
bill. A baldpate takes the plunge even farther, dipping its entire 
front half-head, neck and breast-into the blue water, 
brandishing its wedge-shaped tail and white flanks in a sassy, 
told-you-so manner. A ring-necked duck surfaces from down 
under, giving an almost imperceptible shake from head to tail. 
More birds appear over the far bank-a flock of green-winged 
teals, twisting and turning in tight, uniform flight. Each year 
about six thousand ducks overwinter at Bear Island. 

By the luck of the draw, three hundred hunters a year get to slip 
into a Bear Island pond before sunrise and wimess the unfolding 
of a l..owcountry winter morning on this wildlife management 
area, one of the best public waterfowling hunts in the state. Here 
the state wildlife department manages 3,747 acres of waterfowl 
impoundments, nestled between the undeveloped Ashepoo and 
South Edisto rivers in Colleton County. 

Among the impoundments are several different habitats and 
plant communities resulting from slight differences in marsh 
elevations, different soil types and salinity. By employing various 
water management schedules, the impoundments accommodate 
not only a variety of wintering ducks but also a number of other 
wetland wildlife species. 

Often high above the impoundments, a large silhouette will 
appear out of nowhere, soaring on thermal air currents, its 
wingspan broad and long and flat. Only one bird of prey in South 
Carolina could reach such proportions. Here is the unmistakable 
American bald eagle, our national symbol, an endangered 
species with wings that span six to seven feet and are capable of 
propelling the bird over sixty miles per hour. 

In 1977, twelve breeding pairs of eagles nested in South 
Carolina. Today there are thirty-nine pairs, most of whom nest 
near rivers and impoundments. Bear Island supports two active 
eagle territories. Both nests were constructed high up in the 
canopies of tall, live loblolly pines. 

The wood stork is another endangered species on the increase 
at Bear Island. It is the only true stork in the United States, and 
by each July roughly a thousand of them are present in the state. 
Birds in two rookeries in South Carolina total 194 pairs, and the 
number is increasing rapidly from year to year. Nongame 
biologists with the wildlife department attribute the increase to 
the presence of managed impoundments in the Lowcountry. 
Their water cycles reflect the natural hydrological system of the 
south Florida wetlands, from which wood storks are being driven 
by draining and development. 

The black-necked stilt also nests at Bear Island. Their numbers 
have doubled in one year to fifty pairs. 

From April 1 to September 30, the wetlands are open to 
anglers. Since most of the impoundment banks are drivable, 
people have easy access to prime fishing territory full of mullet, 
sportail bass, flounder and blue crabs. 

On Bear Island's 1,500 acres of agricultural and forested upland 
are doves, deer and small game, including Wilson's snipe and 



55. The sand of Hunting Island's 
three-mile beach is always on the 
move. Collecting and 
redistributing according to the 
season, the ocean rearranges the 
tiny particles to cushion its rise 
and fall . The state tree, Sabal 
palmetto or cabbage palm, is 
abundant on this state park 
island. 

quail, encouraged by prescribed burning in the pinelands and the 

planting of com, soybeans, brown-top millet and wheat in the 
open fields. 

Waterfowl, wading birds, game and nongame species and fish 
are testament to Bear Island's providing in abundance for wildlife, 

sportsmen and nature enthusiasts. 

WATER GRACES SOUTH CAROLINA'.S LANDSCAPE in many 
ways, from frigid cascades rushing down narrow mountain 

drainages, to the broad Atlantic Ocean forever lapping the sands 

of our eastern beaches. But while seashore and lakeside are 

always awash with crowds of water-lovers, there is one watery 

setting only a few have come to appreciate and enjoy-the 
swamp. 

Unlike the shore where sunny vistas and the lively surf dispel 

all hint of gloom, the swamp is a realm of shadow and stillness, of 

dark placid water and enveloping, growing greenery. Historically 

such places have been regarded with fear and suspicion. Robert 

Mills expressed such sentiment in his 1825 Statistics of South 
Carolina, in which he laments the large amounts of undrained 

swampland remaining in the state: "What clouds of miasma, 

invisible to the sight, almost continually rise from these sinks of 
corruption, and who can calculate the extent of its pestilential 
influence." 

But while early farmers disdained swamps as useless quagmires, 

infested with venomous snakes and water turned black by disease, 

the lumbermen who came later found a bounty of wooden 

wealth. Bald cypress trees were especially prized, and the cypress 

was pursued nearly to the last tree. Fortunately, a conservation

minded lumberman named Francis Beidler purchased several 

large tracts of swamp forest here in South Carolina. Beidler 

allowed much of his forest holdings to continue growing 

untouched, so that today Congaree National Monument near 
Columbia and Francis Beidler Forest in Four Holes Swamp 

harbor great expanses of virgin trees. The latter of these is home 

to the largest stand of bald cypress and tupelo gum remaining in 

the world. Many of these colossal trees stand over a hundred feet 
tall and are believed to have been growing here since the time of 

Columbus. Since the late 1960s this pristine swamp forest has 
been managed by the Audubon Society as a wildlife sanctuary, 

dedicated to the "preservation of the ecosystem and of the native 

plant and animal life in perpetuity." 

By way of a one-and-a-half-mile-long boardwalk, visitors can 

stroll quietly through a portion of the forest and wimess the 
somber and mysterious majesty of this primeval sanctuary. The 

changing seasons lend the swamp a variety of faces: silent and 

still during the high water of winter; bustling with flitting, 

singing birds like the glowing yellow prothonotary warbler in 
early spring; then hot and drying out through summer's swelter. 

Goodson Lake marks the boardwalk's deepest penetration into 

the swamp and is a favorite site for observing the abundant 
wildlife. 

A multitude of reptiles gathers along the banks of the lake, for 

the sunlight streaming through the opening in the forest canopy 
invites cold-blooded creatures to come and bask. Skillet-sized 
turtles and harmless brown water snakes seek maximum exposure 
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to the warming sunshine. The cottonmouth or water moccasin is 

sometimes seen rippling the surface of the lake. 

When shadows lengthen across Goodson Lake the frogs tune 

up for a swampland serenade, a whole host of them: cricket frog, 

chorus frog, cowbell or green tree frog, grey tree frog, bronze frog, 

pinewoods tree frog and the Southern toad. 
As water levels decrease during the dry months of summer, 

wading birds such as the elegant white ibis gather by the hundreds 

to feast on fish concentrated in the remaining pools and creeks. 

The largest wading bird in the swamp, the great blue heron , 
moyes in slow-motion along the bank of the creek, a picture of 

patience and concentration. 
Furred creatures share the dark waters with feathered ones. 

Marsh rabbits are able swimmers, and agile otters spend much of 
their lives in the water. Even white-tailed deer are known to 
brave the depths of the swamp during periods of high water. 
Enticed by smilax and other succulent plants on which they 
brow~e, the deer swim through the flooded forest, resting 
occasionally atop the panel buttresses of cypress trees and 

accounting for the worn appearance of some of the buttresses. 
Water is the great fact oflife in the swamp, wielding a profound 

influence over every living thing here. The vegetation found in 

each area of the swampland is determined largely by how long 

and to what depth the area is flooded. Pine trees grow best in 
well-drained soil, and so are found on higher ground that is 
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seldom inundated. Descending a few feet in elevation, flooding 

occurs more often and lasts longer, so that water-tolerant 
hardwoods such as swamp chesmut oak and blackgum are 

abundant. At the lowest levels of the sanctuary, water is nearly 

always present, and flood waters may reach depths of six feet or 

more. This is the domain of the great cypress trees and their 
understory counterpart, the tupelo gums. During the dry summer 

months, the high-water mark of previous flooding is indicated by 
the dark moss growing around the bases of trees. 

High in the upper reaches of the cypress trees a number of 
plants and animals make their homes on the outstretched limbs. 

Three epiphytes, or air plants, are found here, borrowing from 

the trees only the support of their strong branches, while 
capturing their own food from the air and rain. Every swamp 
worthy of the name is expected to be "festooned" with Spanish 
moss. The grey beard is seen here in Beidler Forest , but the dense 
shade prevents the plant from proliferating. The dainty green-fly 
orchid, South Carolina's only epiphytic orchid, displays tiny pale 

green blooms in June or July. Another air plant, the resurrection 

fern, grows in dense mats along the branches of the cypress. 
Seeds blown by the wind or deposited by birds often take root in 

these treetop gardens, and even palmetto has been seen growing 

a hundred feet in the air. Two of the swamp's birds of prey, the 

red-shouldered hawk and the barred owl, make their nests 
among the airborne ferns. 



In a world of vanishing green spaces and ever-sprawling urban 
growth, the swamp provides a last refuge for a host of animals and 
plants. Not so long ago, men could find no good in the swamp 
and believed the best thing to do with it was to drain it, 
reclaiming the wasted land for some "useful" purpose. In our day 
a more accurate understanding is emerging, as study reveals the 
swamp to be not a sink of corruption exerting pestilential 
influence, but rather a rich reservoir oflife, indispensable to the 
well-being of the larger environment. 

FROM THE ISLE OF PALMS up the inland waterway the boat 
passes banks of shell mounds, mostly oyster and clam. Least terns 
and American oystercatchers take up residence here in spring, 
and later, in the summer, flocks of wood storks will leave their 
nesting grounds in the freshwater swamps farther south to feed in 
the mudflats at low tide. 

After passing behind the small round island of Dewees, a right 
tum swings the boat into Capers Inlet. The Atlantic looms 
straight ahead, and the white sands of Capers appear on the left. 
Originally given as a land grant by King Charles to one of the 
English colonists, Capers Island passed through two or more 
centuries of private ownership and cultivation. By the nineteenth 
century, cotton was king, but following the War Between the 
States the island was abandoned, and cattle and hogs roamed 
wild. 

During the mid-1900s Capers and neighboring Dewees Island 
were maintained as hunting preserves, and in 1975 the state 
purchased Capers Island. One year later Capers was dedicated a 
Heritage Preserve. South Carolina is mandated to protect this 
pristine island from any commercial and residential development. 

The public is permitted to use a dock on Capers Creek or 
simply anchor along the south beach in the inlet. Not only are 
the sandy beaches of the island available for day use, they are also 
open to camping, provided one secures a permit from the state 
wildlife department. 

A foot trail leads from the south beach through the maritime 
forest to a 110-acre impoundment, diked during the 1940s and 
'50s to create waterfowl habitat. The dike has been breached, so 
salt water flows in and out with the tide, creating a protected 
feeding ground for numerous herons and wading birds around the 
edges and for wintering waterfowl out in the open water. 

Leading from the dike in a northeasterly direction, South End 
Road plunges back into the maritime forest for a half mile. Just 
beyond an immense live oak on the left lies an old cattle dip, 
now overgrown with vines and underbrush. Shortly after crossing 
a small wooden bridge, South End, an old logging road, intersects 
Center Road, which runs from the ranger's quarters on the 
backside of the island straight through to the beach. 

One mile from this point lies the ocean. There are virtually no 
dunes protecting the beach here. Instead, the ocean gnaws away 
at the very forest, felling oak, cedar and palmetto trees. Naked 
trunks stand exposed to wind and wave, while heavy limbs roll in 
the surf. 

At least one species has managed to take advantage of the 
situation. Rangers report that four pairs of ospreys successfully 
nested along Capers' boneyard beach last year, taking up 

56-57. Zig-zagging into Four Holes Swamp in Dorchester County, 
the boardwalk of Beidler Forest permits observation of the watery 
home of turtles, snakes, frogs, wading birds and even some 
mammals. Songbirds like the flashy prothonotary warbler also 
abound in this Audubon sanctuary. 

residence in tree skeletons still firmly rooted in the sand. The 
beach provides just the isolated habitat the fish-hawk needs-tall 
bare trees for its nest/lookout of driftwood, Spanish moss, 
seaweed, old rope and other "gifts" of the sea. 

Just a short distance back down Center Road, Magnolia Road 
appears on the left, running about a mile through the forest to 
the south beach. Here the hiker can see the undulating pattern 
of ancient sand ridges and swales now heavily forested with laurel 
oak, live oak and loblolly pine. Then the ridge takes on a 
decidedly different character, suddenly dominated by the largest 
mature Southern magnolia forest on any South Carolina barrier 
island. The light grey trunks are tall and wide, and the understory 
is open enough in some places to see the ocean. The seeming 
orderliness of the magnolia grove contrasts with the wild tangle 
of maritime forest beginning again up ahead. 

Magnolia Road leads back toward Capers Inlet, where panic 
grass, morning glory vines and sea oats cling to the shifting sands. 
Over the last century, roughly a third of the island has washed 
away, its sand being deposited elsewhere along the coast. To 
survive or remain above sea level, barrier islands must move, 
exchanging sand with the continental shelf and with each other. 
For every one-foot rise in sea level, Capers will move one hundred 
to one thousand feet inland. To maintain its mass of sediment 
intact, it must be allowed to freely move and participate in this 
sand-sharing system, a system that has worked for thousands of 
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years, unhindered by man until this century. As man continues 
to manipulate the islands farther south, at least Capers will 
remain free to shift and move as nature intended. 

Perhaps the most vigilant watchdogs of Capers' future will be 
the thousands of people who have spent many a day on the 
island's south beach, fishing for bass and flounder, collecting 
shells or simply enjoying its relative seclusion. The greatest thing 
these island lovers hope will ever happen to Capers is absolutely 
nothing. 
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To THE UNTRAINED EYE, it appears a tranquil scene offering 
merely a pretty view: a flat, wide ribbon of blue water and green 
marsh, unrolling like a carpet before the sky, interrupted in the 
distance by islands of trees. In fact, this panorama is an example 
of the most dynamic landscape on earth. It is Cape Romain 
National Wildlife Refuge-sixty thousand acres of open water 
and marsh and four thousand acres of high land, located between 
the cities of Georgetown and Charleston. 

At dawn in spring, when the tide is low, step off the mainland 

58-59. Bare compared to the 
"boneyard" to the south, Capers 
Island's northern beach is ideal for 
shelling and birding. Behind the low 
dunes at its edge is a designated primitive 
camping area; a permit is required. 
60-61 . Royal tern chicks at different 
stages of maturity parade at surf side, 
progeny of Cape Romain National 
Wildlife Refuge's dense nesting 
colonies. Eastern brown pelicans, 
sandwich and I.east terns, herons and 
egrets inhabit the rookeries of the refuge. 
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onto the long pier at Moore's Landing and enter the world 
between land and sea. A brown-green sheen ices the plough mud 
with traces of orange and pink reflected from the morning sky. 
Gas bubbles escape with soft popping sounds from the mud. A 
strange fragrance of life and decay confounds the sense of smell. 
Fiddler crabs, waving their claws like men in prayer, emerge from 
their holes; salt crystals shimmer on the blades of spartina grass in 
the first sunlight of the day. 

Nearer the ocean, a loggerhead sea turtle raises its yellow-pink 
head and gasps for air in one brief moan before it disappears. 
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Cape Island at the northern end of the twenty-two-mile-long 
refuge is our nation's largest sea turtle rookery outside of Florida. 
Marsh Island, a forty-acre grassy sandspit in the middle ofBulls 
Bay, is a nesting ground to thousands of brown pelicans, shore 
birds and wading birds. Directly across Seewee Bay from Moore's 
Landing on Bulls Island is a dense population of the Southern fox 
squirrel. 

At the northeastern end of the refuge on Cape Island, 296 
black skimmer and 220 least tern nests share the beach with 
some 5 50 loggerhead sea turtle nests. In the middle of Bulls Bay 

62-63. Part land, part water- the 
marsh is one of the most productive 
of ecosystems. This marsh land on 
the interior of Bulls Island, viewed 
from an adjacent dike, appears quiet 
and still but throbs with the processes 
of life. 
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three miles offshore on Marsh and White Banks islands, 3,587 
Eastern brown pelican, 5,858 royal tern, 55 sandwich tern, 285 
tricolored heron and 50 great egret nests were counted last 
summer-one of the best nesting years on record. 

Fragile areas like Cape Romain's undisturbed marsh, sand 
banks and dunes are critical nesting, feeding and loafing habitat 
to hundreds of coastal species. While the island rookeries are 
closed to the public from February 15 through September 15 to 
protect the nesting birds and turtles, Bulls Island is open to the 
public year-round, with ferry transportation available every 
Friday, ,Saturday and Sunday. 

The Seewee Indians named the island Onisecaw and used it for 
hunting and fishing, maintaining more permanent residence on 
the mainland. Then in March of 1670, the English ship Carolina 
anchored, and Stephen Bull became the first Englishman to set 
foot on Onisecaw. In the excitement of discovery and conquest, 
the names Bulls Island and Bulls Bay appeared on English maps, 
with Seewee Bay naming the body of water at the mainland, in 
recognition of the Native Americans. 

The island was held by forty successive owners until Gayer G. 
Dominick, a candy company executive from New York, bought 
Bulls in the 1920s. It was Dominick who began the system of 
dikes and canals to create ponds for the waterfowl for which the 
island is so famous. He built a hunting lodge, still extant, in 1926 
and then sold Bulls to the federal government in 1932. Archery 
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hunts are still held on the refuge to control the island's deer herd. 
In the 1930s and '40s, tens of thousands of ducks of cwenry 

different species descended on Bulls each winter, with even 
canvasbacks, now rare, in great numbers. Today, almost as many 
species visit the island on their winter migration, but the numbers 
have declined due to the loss of breeding territory up North. 

Nevertheless, flocks of blue-winged teals still fly up in a thunder 
of wing beats, rising from behind stands of cattails like one huge 
marionette with countless moving parts, rectangular patches of 
chalk blue flashing for an instant in the light. High in the sky 
directly overhead, a distant cry, more echo than call, repeats 
two, three times; a flock of tundra swans, their long necks 
extended, forms a ribbon of white across the blue sky. These birds 
have come to Bulls from near the Arctic Circle, their summer 
residence. 

Eighteen miles of trails and roads lead through the maritime 
forest. Hikers may be seen by, if not see, fox squirrels, deer, 
raccoons, rabbits and an abundance of birds. 

Throughout its history, Bulls Island has provided an outdoor 
laboratory for naturalists and scientists. Roger Tory Peterson 
visited as a young man in 1934 and added thirty new species to 
his forthcoming field guide to the birds of eastern North America. 
It was on Bulls in 1946 that E. Burnham Chamberlain 
documented alligators feeding in salt water, a previously disputed 
fact. In 194 7, Alexander Sprunt Jr. led Audubon field trips to 



Bulls, spotting 103 species of birds over a two-day period. 

On the northeastern end of the island, Lighthouse Road opens 
onto the dikes which impound Jack's C reek, where 80 percent of 

fishermen in April and May reel in their limits. While eight- to 

nine-pound largemouth bass are not uncommon in the pond, 
out in the surf, spottail bass of forty pounds or greater may be 
caught. At the northwestern side ofJ ack's C reek, along O ld Fort 
Road, lie the foundations of a polygonal fort, probably built in 

the nineteenth century, although its origins are still uncertain. 
An outer wall of tabby protects an inner layer of English brick. 

Wind and water have eroded the northeastern tip of Bulls 
Island since the eighteenth century when record-keeping began. 
In 1979, Hurricane David removed the primary dune, 
accelerating erosion to the point of creating what is known as a 
boneyard beach, where waves lap at the edge of the forest, and 
oaks, their bare trunks and limbs bleached a shiny grey, bow and 

bend to the waves. Here a pair of ospreys have nested year after 

year in the skeleton of an old oak at the edge of the sea. 
From the osprey nest, one can walk five miles of pristine beach 

to the southwestern tip of the island at Price's Inlet. The beach 

widens, and tidal pools and high tide lines reveal such shells as 
the lettered olive, baby's ear, channel whelk, and sometimes the 

giant tun. In the winter, great rafts of scoters and scaups, dark sea 

ducks, ride the choppy sea just beyond the breaking waves, like 

one giant conveyor belt going nowhere. 
As part of a twelve-year experiment that began at Cape Romain 

in the late '70s, a pair of red wolves was released last fall on Bulls 
Island. These small wolves (they pose no threat to humans) are 

64-65. Saltwater feeding by alligators was first documented in 1946 
on Bulls Island, part of Cape Romain National Wildlife Refuge. 
Unusual and beautiful plant species like the yellow lotus fleck the 
ponds and banks with color. 
66-67. Paddling \Xiimbaw Creek into the dark swamp of Francis 
Marion National Forest is like a trip into a foreign land of exotic 
sights, smells and sounds. Ducks, raccoons, gators and 
mosquitoes -big ones -wait to welcome canoeists to their green 
world. 

extinct in the wild and only seventy-three remain in captivity. 

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service hopes the pair will produce 
young which later will be sent to Alligator River National 
Wildlife Refuge in North Carolina, ·where red wolves have 

already been released in two hundred square miles of 

wilderness. 
During the ferry ride home from Bulls Island, across Seewee 

Bay, the marsh reflects an electric green in the late afternoon 

light. Men at low tide walk far out onto the mudflats to dig for 
clams and oysters, just as men have done for thousands of years. 
Evening falls and flocks of shore birds fly in, dividing by species in 
midair before settling in tight clusters to share tenuous bits of 
high ground. 

What once seemed only a pretty view now can be seen as some 

of the most productive habitat on earth-this thin margin of 
estuaries, marshes and islands called Cape Romain where Soyth 

Carolina meets sea. 

ON THE BRIDGE ABOVE WAMBAW CREEK, a lone hunter 

searches for his hound. Below, the clamor of men and women 

launching boats subsides, and the inhabitants of the forest take 

the podium. Before speaking, they wait for the calm rhythm of 
the swamp to return. Paddles slowly chum the tannin-dyed water 

like swizzle sticks stirring coffee. Barely a canoe-length wide, the 

creek snakes among the tupelos and red bays, vegetation clawing 

at the boats from each side. At intervals lie grey, hollow cypress 

stumps, resembling extracted wisdom teeth-all that remain of 

the ancient forest giants, felled and floated down the creek with 

the outgoing tide. 
In a startling flurry of spray and shrill cries, six wood ducks rise 

up ahead. Their homes are the dark cavities in the tree trunks, 
which also host creatures of the night such as owls and raccoons. 

Logs and branches take on reptilian forms, occasionally blocking 

the way. When possible the boats are slipped under the logs, 
while passengers climb over and slide back into place on the 

other side. Portaging requires stepping into the swamp. The rich 

black humus swallows tennis shoes with primordial vigor. 

Mosquitoes-the large "gallynipper" variety-swarm to the 

occasion from vegetation along the forest edge. 
Eventually the creek widens, cutting a deeper channel. The 

trees part above and reveal blue sky. Warm breezes come off the 

ocean and shake the silvery-red leaves of the maples. Spared from 

the logger's ax, giant cypresses tower above them. As needles 

tum from green to brown, they emit a sweet , spicy fragrance. 

Sunlight streams down on the banks of the creek and traces the 
symmetrical patterns of day-old spiderwebs in the underbrush. 

Here, in the northeastern comer of the 260,000-acre Francis 

Marion National Forest, lies the Wambaw C reek Wilderness 
Area. A tributary of the Santee River, Wambaw Creek is a 

paddler's passageway into the seemingly inaccessible swamp of 

the Francis Marion. In the eighteenth century, men penetrated 

the swamps in search of valuable timber and suitable land for rice 
cult ivation. Revolutionary hero Francis Marion utilized the 

forest's inhospitable nature to elude and ambush the British. 

Today, aside from foresters and hunters, only a small group of 

birders, paddlers and hikers know their way around the maze of 
service roads and trails that crisscross the forest. The rest of us 
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know it only from the highway. With a U.S. Forest Service map, 

however, the outdoor enthusiast can explore the national forest 

with relative ease. 
Five of the state's most beautiful and remote places have been 

designated as wilderness areas and are carefully managed to 

protect and preserve their natural character. Wambaw Creek and 

its environs manifest the 1.owcountry. Not only does the 

waterway meander through 1,900 acres of cypress and tupelo 

swamp, but it also rises and falls with the tides. 

The canoe trail begins at the Wambaw Creek bridge on State 
Highway 45 , about six miles off U.S. 17. Even at high waterafter 

plenty of rainfall, portaging is required during the first two miles. 

A lightweight boat with very little draft and single-blade paddles 

are ideal. 

Approximately three miles from where the creek widens, Still 
&at Landing cuts a path through a group of lob lolly pines on the 

right, indicating higher ground. On a half-day trip, this is a good 

spot for taking out. 
For a longer paddle, fo llow the creek as it gently winds another 

four miles to the remains of the centuries-old ricefield dikes and 
canals that create orderly patterns in the wilderness. Here, 

Service Road 204 crosses the Wambaw, and a public boat ramp 

lies just below the bridge on the left. From this point, the Santee 
is only a couple of miles beyond. Despite the absence of a landing, 

it's worth paddling down to the confluence and back for a look at 

the gentle river. H ampton Plantation , Archibald Rutledge's 

home, lies a short distance away. 

Ivory-billed woodpeckers and Bachman's warblers once lived in 

the swamps of the Francis Marion . Beavers and black bears were 

abundant. Today, particularly in its wilderness areas where no 

timbering or alteration of the land is allowed, the forest still 
serves as a refuge for spectacular wildlife, including wild turkeys, 

deer and hogs. Wambaw Creek leads the curious soul into this 

dark, fascinating world. For those who venture in, their journey 

is rewarded by the ancient eloquence of a primeval land. 

SANTEE GUN CLUB ROAD RUNS FOR MILES. First it passes 
through acres and acres oflongleaf pine, skirting several dense 
thickets of tall shrubs that indicate seven Carolina bays. In the 

summer when it's dry, the sand becomes so loose in the road, it 
swallows car tires. The pine forest soon gives way to bottomland 
hardwoods where, in spring, standing water is visible from the 

road. Beyond the swamp, open fields emerge with sprawling live 
oaks on each side of the drive. 

After crossing a canal choked with cypress knees, the road 
begins to follow a man-made dike, running parallel to the canal. 

Then it plunges into a maritime forest for a short distance until 
its last leg across a vast panorama of former rice fields, now 
waterfowl impoundments. Dike after dike, canal after canal, the 

road aims for a thin tree line in the distance. Finally, it ends right 

at the edge of the lntracoastal Waterway, along the marsh of 

what was originally Alligator Creek. 

This is the tremendously varied character of the 23, 02 4-acre 

Santee Coastal Reserve. To complete a picture of all the many 
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different habitats it encompasses, one would need simply to leave 

the road and board a boat to one of the two Atlantic barrier 

islands belonging to the reserve. 

Santee Coastal is one of the wildest, most diverse properties 
belonging to the state wildlife department. Almost every 

1.owcountry ecosystem is present. Consequently the reserve 

supports a wide range of flora and fauna and provides for a variety 

of users. A three-mile, self-guided walking tour of the reserve 

includes an eight-hundred-foot boardwalk through the swamp to 

an observation blind. 
Washo Reserve is a 1,040-acre cypress and tupelo swamp, 

created when a natural creek was impounded by plantation 

owner Joseph Blake during Revolutionary times to provide an 

emergency reserve of fresh water for his rice fields. Thus, canals 

lead from the swamp down to the impoundments along the 

South Santee River and Alligator C reek. 

In 1974, the Santee Club, a group that used the area as a 
hunting preserve, donated its holdings to The N ature 

Conservancy, retaining a twenty-five-year waterfowl hunting 

lease for which the club pays an annual sum until 1999. The 
Nature Conservancy deeded most of the property, with the 

exception of the Washo Reserve, to the state wildlife department. 

The three-mile-long Washo supports hundreds of nests of great 
blue herons, great egrets and anhingas. High up in the cypress 

trees lie huge osprey nests. Washo's silence is punctuated with the 

osprey's shrill cries. Forty-four active pairs were counted there in 

1986. 

The waterfowl impoundments are one component of Santee 

Coastal Reserve's history. It's difficult to determine which is more 

spectacular, the annual winter arrival of migrating ducks or the 

spring migration of shore birds and wading birds. Tremendous 

waves of greater and lesser yellow-legs rise up over a drawn-down 
impoundment in spring, rivaling the winter surges of teals and 

pintails taking flight with one great spray of wings and water. 

Back up in the longleaf pine forest, firebreaks and power lines 
create openings where the sun spotlights bright green pitcher 

plants and yellow-fringed orchids on the forest floor. The orchid 
blooms in summer and rivals the beauty of its tropical cousins. 
Trumpet and hooded pitcher plants send up a host ofleaves and 

flowers, standing like organ pipes. 

Under the cool shade of the pine canopy, bracken and 
cinnamon fems anchor the tall , straight trees. A number of the 

old diseased pines play host to active colonies of red-cockaded 
woodpeckers. 

Gun hunts for deer are scheduled over three days in October, 
~nd seventy-five hunters are computer-chosen for each hunt. A 
separate, week-long archery hunting period is also scheduled in 
October. Hogs are fair game during these hunts, and fishing is 

allowed except in Washo Reserve. 

The tremendous size and multi-faceted character of Santee 
Coastal Reserve provide a complex web of interrelated habitats 

with countless niches for the simplest organisms to the most 

highly evolved; some habitats must be intensively managed by 

man , others left entirely alone. 



69. An osprey's stout nest perches high in one of the cypresses of 
Washo Reserve on Santee Coastal Reserve near Georgetown. Once 
kept secret to protect its hundreds of other feathered residents from 
plume hunters, Washo is now open to the public. 

EVERY WINTER IT HAPPENS LIKE CLOCKWORK. They arrive in 
droves. One flock landing here, another there; water spraying 
everywhere. The chatter is deafening as they maneuver for places 
at the site of one of the largest banquets for waterfowl on the East 
Coast-South Island's Tom Yawkey Wildlife Center. 

The banquet table is set over two thousand acres of 
impoundments, and as many as thirty thousand "guests" choose 
from thirteen major managed wetlands, devouring their favorite 
foods which stand ripe and succulent in the cold, clean water. 
When the waterfowl leave, another banquet is held for the spring 
migration of shore birds and wading birds. A cornucopia of 
marine organisms emerges as the water is drawn down on the 
impoundments, and the newly arrived guests stand ready to 
consume tons of food in a day. 

As summer sets in at the Yawkey Center, endangered 

loggerhead sea turtles arrive at the thirteen miles of undeveloped 
beach to seek out safe nesting spots in the undisturbed sand 
dunes. Come fall, woodland species go browsing in the pine and 
hardwood forests of Cat Island. Turkeys, deer and quail feast on 
nuts, grains, greens and insects. 

Something more than nature's invisible hand is at work here. 
Purely for the benefit of the wild creatures, and not for sport, 
man has joined her as host. 

The earliest evidence of man on the islands comes from a 
prehistoric site on Cat Island dating from 1500 BC to AD 700. 
There is later evidence of an Indian village at North Inlet, and an 
Indian mound and a shell midden on North and Cat islands 
respectively. Throughout the eighteenth century, the islanG!s 
were transformed into rice plantations, the diked marshes laying 
the groundwork for the system of waterfowl impoundments 
managed today. 

One of the plantation owners, Paul Trapier, donated land on 
North Island in 1789 for a lighthouse, among the first on the 
Atlantic Coast. Standing at the entrance to Winyah Bay, it 
began operating in 1801 and although it was rebuilt in 1812 and 
1867, the North Island Light is the oldest active lighthouse in 
South Carolina. Designated a wilderness area, no visitation is 

allowed here, except along the beach. 
Following the War Between the States and the demise of the 

rice culture, General Edward Porter Alexander bought plantation 
lands on North and South islands to create a hunting preserve, 
which he later sold to William H. Yawkey. Here the story of the 
transformation of North, South and Cat islands into a massive 
refuge began with Thomas A Yawkey, who inherited the lands at 
age sixteen in 1919. Under the younger Yawkey's ownership, 
work was begun to actively manage these ponds and former rice 
fields which had long lain in disrepair. By 1966, Yawkey had a 
staff of wildlife biologists whose experiments with new scientific 
techniques in waterfowl and game management continue today. 

Upon Yawkey's death in 1976, the property was bequeathed to 
the state wildlife department with specific deed restrictions to 
ensure wildlife protection, management, research and education. 
The twenty thousand acres are endowed with a $10 million trust 
fund managed by the three Yawkey Foundation trustees. 

To assure added protection, the center was dedicated as a 
Heritage Preserve. As a result, it provides an ideal field laboratory 
for research. Some of the studies have focused on algae, waterfowl 
food plants, deer parasites, control of rabies, and management of 
loggerhead sea turtles. 

Under the recently completed Coastal Wetland lmpoundment 
Project (CWIP) scientists used the center's Paddy Field 
Complex, on the southwest comer of Cat Island, to compare 
managed wetlands with adjacent tidal wetlands and determine 
ecological similarities and differences. They hope their 
conclusions will spur innovations in management strategy of 
these impoundments which comprise 15 percent of the state's 
tidal wetlands. 

CWIP determined that "although waterfowl were the primary 
target species of management during the fall and winter seasons, 
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shore bird and wading bird species dominated (53 percent)" on 
an annual basis. In summer, the center hosts hundreds of rare 
wood storks, and by winter some 350 American avocets have 
arrived, one of the largest concentrations on the East Coast, 
according to noted ornithologist Roger Tory Peterson. 

Once a week, biologists conduct a morning or afternoon 
educational field trip on the refuge. These trips are provided as a 
service for the public and have proven extremely popular, so 
reservations must be made in advance. 

The journey begins at the South Island Ferry across the 
lntracoastal Waterway and moves across Cat Island, whose 
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70-71. Vast and multi-faceted, 
Santee Coastal Reserve 
encompasses pine and maritime 
forests, open fields with 
occasional hardwoods, marsh 
land and open waterways. I ts 

fauna and flora are as varied, 
from the brilliant-hued purple 
gallinule to the yellow pitcher 
plant, so-named because of its 
flower rather than its foliage. 

alternating pine ridges and lowland hardwoods were sand dunes 
and sloughs twelve thousand years ago. It is here through 
prescribed burning of half the pine ridges every February, and 
numerous wildlife openings planted in grains and greens, the 
Yawkey Center maintains thriving deer and pure-strain Eastern 
wild turkey populations. Secretive red-cockaded woodpeckers, 
more often heard than seen, flit among the mature pines, while 
the open forest floor and sunny road shoulders play host to 
wildflowers. 

Sixty-five miles of roads, trails and dikes with eighteenth
century names such as "Bee Hive Road" and "June Bridge" wind 





72-73. Ear tags worn by white-tailed deer on South Island offer 
evidence of the many field studies carried out at Tom Yawkey 
Wilalif e Center. Dedicated as a Heritage Preserve, the area is ideal 
for game and nongame management and conservation research, as 
well as observation of species like the raccoon. 

through the Cat Island plantation , its house site now a grove of 

live oaks that seem to bear the weight of history on their long, 

ponderous limbs. By placing cypress logs side by side in the high 

marsh , slave labor laid the foundation for a causeway in the 

1700s. From the causeway, the tour turns onto the Goose Pasture 

where several hundred migrant Canada geese graze on wheat, 
clover and rye. From 1981 to 1985, an endangered peregrine 

falcon used an osprey platform in the Goose Pasture as a perch 
from which to pounce on red-winged blackbirds. 

Onto South Island and through the virgin maritime forest, the 
tour enters what Tom Yawkey designated the "inviolate waterfowl 

sanctuary" -the scene of the great winter banquet which is the 

result of ongoing research and careful management. 
Declines in the Atlantic Flyway population since 1955 have 

reduced waterfowl numbers from a high of some 150,000 ducks 

on the refuge. Nevertheless, the approximately thirty thousand 

ducks counted at Yawkey in 1986 represent one of the largest 

concentrations of waterfowl in the Southeast. There is no 

shortage of duck food on the Santee Delta as managers of 
neighboring plantations and refuges compete for the birds' 
company. N o hunting is allowed on Yawkey Center. 

Freshwater marsh and swamp are flooded for mallards and 
wood ducks; brackish-water wigeon grass, dwarf spikerush and 

saltmarsh bulrush are encouraged for wigeons, pintails, scaup, 

ringnecks and gadwalls. Probably the world's largest stand of sea 

purslane is grown on high-salinity shallowly flooded marshes and 

is sought by both blue- and green-winged teals. 
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Rich natural resources and wise management, a prime coastal 

location on the Atlantic Flyway and Tom Yawkey's visionary 

stewardship combine to ensure lasting protection for this 

important Heritage Preserve and a wealth of knowledge and 
beauty for man . Yawkey Center increases in value each season. 

As South Carolina and its neighbors continue to develop, man 
must learn to preserve and live as part of the natural environment 

to preserve his own well-being. 

JANUARY'S CHILL CUTS THROUGH the downiest of jackets and 
the woolliest of gloves. The wind beats cheeks and noses to a rosy 
red and rattles tripods. 

Welcome to winter birding on the jetty at Huntington Beach 

State Park. Winter attracts the birding faithful. "Oldsquaw!"

the shout goes up, and all man their stations, training spotting 

scopes and binoculars on a small flock of black and white sea 

ducks, with needle-like tails and dark cheeks. 
Common loons in dull winter plumage sit low in the dizzying 

chop ofMurrells Inlet, occasionally diving for fish and 

crustaceans. A round the tip of the jetty, Northern gannets, the 

size of geese, plunge headlong into the waves, their pointed 

wings and tails resembling black and white W 's before impact. 

Rare, but not an impossibility, a sighting of a parasitic jaeger, 
whose home is the open sea, is on every birder's wish-list. 

The ranks swell considerably during spring and fall shorebird 

migrations, as the north beach parking lot begins to fill up with 

old , rusty cars bearing stickers of allegiance to the Audubon 
Society, the Carolina Bird C lub, or the Cornell Laboratory. 

Workshops are held during each migration to help birders hone 
their skills and share information . Huntington is the mecca for 

shorebird enthusiasts in South Carolina. 

The park is made up of2,500 acres of salt marsh and tidal 

waters, woodlands, freshwater lagoon , maritime shrub thicket 
and sandy beach and dunes. In 1985, 990 acres of the north end 

of Huntington were registered as a Heritage Site. It is an 

exceptional example of a natural beach-dune-estuary system and 

harbors two state threatened species-the least tern and sea 
beach or coastal pigweed, a rare plant that grows in the sand 

dunes along the Atlantic Coast from Massachusetts to South 

Carolina. An annual that grows to about twelve inches, coastal 

pigweed's rather inconspicuous flower is most visible from July 

through October. 

Last summer approximately three hundred least tern nests were 

counted in the park. Signs placed around the colony's nesting 

area prohibit people from entering and disturbing the site. 

Another diminishing species present at Huntington is the 
Wilson 's plover. Forty pairs nested on both sides ofMurrells Inlet 

last summer. The Wilson 's resembles the more common 

semipalmated plover but has a longer, heavier, all-black bill and 

wider black band below the neck. Other nesters include 

American oystercatchers and willets, with common terns and 
black skimmers occasionally joining them. 

Huntington Beach's combination of quiet waters, a wide-open 

beach and dune field , a protected lagoon , very few predators and 

little human disturbance make it particularly good habitat for 

shore birds. One of the rarer species sighted in recent years is the 





74-7 5. Renowned as a prime spot for bird observation, Huntington 
Beach State Park offers a nature trail, a maritime forest, sea oat-lined 
dunes, and a protected lagoon where a snowy egret may step 
hesitantly at water's edge. Built to provide Depression-era jobs and a 
winter home of original owners Anna and Archer Huntington, 
Atalaya is a Spanish fortress look-alike, solid and grey, incongruous 
in the mid.st of nature's dynamic blending of sea, sand and sky. 

lesser black-backed gull, a smaller version of the greater black

backed, and distinguished by yellow rather than flesh-colored 

legs. The lesser is a European or Old World bird and is rarely seen 

in North America. 

In the protected area of the dune field, from the very top of a 
wax myrtle, a male painted bunting, the nonpareil of the bird 

world, bursts forth with his lilting, bright song. On a lower note, 

the little ground dove repeats his single-syllable call, revealing 

rusty wing patches when he flies up from behind a dune. Bobcat 

tracks lead ominously back into the maritime forest, across a sand 

meadow whose grasses, shrubs and wildflowers form a collage of 
greens, yellows and browns underfoot. 

Huntington 's Sea Oats Nature Trail leads through the extensive 

dune meadows of the south beach and onto the hard sand where 

fishermen cast into sea water more reminiscent of the Caribbean 

than the Atlantic. As each wave rises, the blue-green water is 

translucent, except for the thin curl of white foam riding the top. 
Later in the evening, black skimmers will take their turn, flying 

parallel to the beach, slicing the clear water with their long lower 

mandibles, their wings keeping them just aloft of the small waves. 

In the maritime forest, near the entrance of the nature trail , is a 
long, narrow lane lined with cedar trees. At the end of the lane a 
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huge fortress-like building crouches, seeming in one instant to 
belong here and in another to be strangely foreign. It is '~talaya," 

the former winter home of Anna and Archer Huntington, 

standing guard over the Atlantic, much as the ancient Spanish 

fortresses overlooked the Mediterranean. The Huntingtons had 

purchased several plantations in the area and eventually 

established their property at Brookgreen and Huntington Beach 

in a trust, named Brookgreen Gardens, Society for Southeastern 

Flora and Fauna. Brookgreen provided a magnificent outdoor 
setting for Mrs. Huntington's sculpture, as well as a natural 

sanctuary for plants and wildlife, all open to the public. In 1960, 

the state purchased a lease from the Board ofTrustees to create a 

state park on Huntington Beach. 
Today, hundreds of thousands of visitors come to Huntington 

each year to camp, fish, swim and watch birds, all beside the grey 

shadow of Atalaya. With its low, rough walls, empty halls and 

courtyards, the sprawling fortress weathers time and change 
while serving to remind all South Carolinians of the wisdom in 

preservation, rather than exploitation of our precious coastal 
resources. _ _, 

- Virginia Beach 
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1 BEAR ISLANDWMA * 
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Colleton Co. OffU.S. 17, Sec. Rd. S-15-26, 844-2952. 

2 BEIDLER FOREST * 
-= ,~1d40-_~ ◊ 
Audubon Society, DorchesterCo. U.S. 78W co U.S. 178 coS.C. 28, 
462-2150. 

3 BELLEAELD NATURE CENTERATHOBCAW BARONY 

*-= ~je,Q.~ld:40-◊ 
Belle W Baruch Foundation, Georgetown Co. U. S. 17, 1.5 mi. N. of 
Georgetown, reservations necessary for some programs, 546-4623. 

4 BLUFF PLANTATION, THE 

*A1Q~ld:4t?◊ 
Kathleen O'Brien Foundation, Berkeley Co. 8 mi. S. of Moncks Corner 
off Cypress Gardens Road, prior arrangements necessary, 761-2020, 
763-0120. 

5 BUCKHALL 

A1.A. ·~ld:4-~r◊ 
U.S. Forest Service, Charleston Co. U.S. 17, 6 mi. S. of McClellanville, 
887-3311. 

6 CAPE ROMA IN NATIONAL WILDLIFE REFUGE * 

*A••~id.Jr 
Charleston Co. U. S. 17, 20 mi. N. of Charleston, 928-3368. 
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KEY- Special features are given symbols. Ex.: 
while wildflowers are found throughout the state, 
areas noted for wildflowers have the ,'t symbol. ""i .. 
* indicates an area profiled in this issue. 

* Trail 
,,, ""i• Wildflowers 

- Boardwalk d: Animal species 

~ Nature center 4 Birding 
A Tables/shelters t;? Endangered/ - threatened species I Restrooms 

.A. c amping 
-~ Boating/canoeing 

~ _:a_. Swimming 
lliil Cabins 

4J Fishing 0, Handicapped access 

Q Historic site 
;,,- Hunting 

◊ Call (programs, 
• Vegetation ( size, age fees, special 

or rarity) restrictions) 

7 CAPERS ISLAND HERITAG E PRESERVE * 
*A ,d4o-.oJ 
Charleston Co. 15 mi. N. of Charleston, boat access only from Isle of 
Palms or Moore's Landing, 795-6350. 

8 CARTWHEEL BAY HERITAGE PRESERVE 

*'~'d:40-
Horry Co. S.C. 9 co Floyd, crossing Little Pee Dee to Sec. Rd. S-44 to 
Sec. Rd. S-19, 734-3893. 

9 CHARLES TOWNE LANDING 

*AO•d-~◊ 
Charleston Co. U.S. 171 , 556-4450. 

JO CoLLETON STATE PARK 

*A'd:4J 
Colleton Co. U.S. 15, 12 mi. N. ofWalterboro, 538-8206. 

11 EDISTO BEAC H STATE PARK 

*A1.A.m.Q,_~_:a_.4J◊ 
Colleton Co. S.C. 174 at Edisto Beach, 869-2156/3396. 

J2 EDISTONATURETRAIL 

"-- o.,,,J~ 
!YA I,-: ""i'll].6"§1 
Westvaco Corporation, Colleton Co. U.S. 17 acJacksonboro, 871 -5000. 

l3 GIVHANS FERRYSTATEPARK 

*A.A.MO.do-_~ 4J 
Colleton/Dorchester Co. S.C. 61, 16 mi. W ofSummerville, 873-0692. 

l4 G U ILLIARD LAKE 

-, • 1,J .... A A.,-:~• ll]. ~ -~ r 
U.S. Forest Service, Berkeley Co. S.C. 45 , 3.8 mi. S.E. fromJamescown 
co Forest Service Road 150 to Forest Service Road 150, 887-3311. 

15 HATC HERYWMA 

d40-_~.Jr-
Berkeley Co. S.C. 6, 6 mi. from Moncks Corner, 825-3387. 

16 H UGERRECREAT IONAL SITE 

-, • 1,J .... J A A. ,-:~•ll].~-~4 r 
U.S. Forest Service, Berkeley Co. U.S. 17A, 3.3 mi. N.E. from Moncks 
Cornerto S.C. 402, 336-3248. 

17 H UNTING ISLANDSTATE PARK * 
"-..:= -, ~o.,,,J .... J◊ 
f'i =-A A. lliil. , ,-: ""i' ll]. ~ ;a_. 4 
Beaufort Co. S.C. 21, 16 mi. E. of Beaufort, 838-2011/2152. 

18 H UNTINGTON BEACH STATE PARK * 
*-= 1.A.0.d:4 _:a_.4J◊ 
Georgetown Co. U.S. 17 , 3 mi. S. ofMurrells Inlet, 237-4440. 

19 M OULTRIE W MA 

*~'d: 4 o-_~ .:a.• .Jr◊ 
Berkeley Co. OffS.C. 45 at Pineville Fire Tower, 825-3387. 

20 MYRTLE BEAC H STATE PARK 

*A1Am•d ,:a_ •• J◊ 
Horry Co. U.S. 17, 3 mi. S. ofMyrcle Beach, 238-5325. 

21 O LDDORC HESTER STATEPARK 

*AO •• J 
Dorchester Co. S.C. 642, 4 mi. S. of Summerville, 873-1740. 

22 PALMETTO ISLANDS COUNTY PARK 

*-= A10.•d40-_~_:a_.4J◊ 
Charleston Co. OffU.S. 17 N. near Boone Hall Plantation, 884-0832. 

23 P!NCKNEY ISLANDNATIONALWILDLIFEREFUGE * 

*'~1d40-_~ .J 
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, Beaufort Co. U.S. 278, .5 mi. W of 
Hilton Head Island, (912) 944-4415. 

24 SAMWO RTH WMA 

Ao,~1d40-_~ .Jr-◊ 
Georgetown Co. U.S. 701 N. of Georgetown to Sec. Rd. S-22-4 co Sec. 
Rd. S-22-52, 546-9489. 

25 SANTEE COASTAL RESERVE * 

*-= A1.A.O•~'d:4.Jr 
Charleston/Georgetown Co. U.S. 17, 13 mi. S. of Georgetown on 
South Santee Road, 546-8665. 

26 S ANTEE DELTA WMA 

*'~1d40-.Jr◊ 
Charleston Co. U.S. 17, lOmi. N. ofMcClellanville, 546-9489. 

27 SAVANNAH NATIONALWILDLIFEREFUGE * 

*'d40-.J,,-
u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service, Jasper Co. U.S. 17, 8 mi. S. of 
Hardeeville, (912) 944-4415. 

28 T ILLMAN SAND RIDGE HERITAGE PRESERVE 

*•~1d40-,,-
Jasper Co. Sec. Rd. S-17-119, 5 mi. W ofTillman, 734-3893. 

29 V ICTORIA BLUFF HERITAGE PRESERVE AND WMA 

·~ld:40-r◊ 
Beaufort Co. S.C. 278, 3 mi. E. from Bluffton, 549-1008, 734-3893. 

30 WAMBAW CREEKWILDERNESS ARENFRANC IS MARION 

NATIONAL FOREST & WMA * 
*A1.A.Q,~1d40-_~_:a_.4J;,,-◊ 
Berkeley/Charleston Co. 336-3248, 887-3311, 825-3387. 

31 WEBBWILDLIFE CENTER * 
*A1Q.~1d40-_~ 4J;,,-◊ 
Hampton Co. U.S. 321 to Garnett, 3 mi. on S.C. 20, 625-3569. 

32 YAWKEYWILDLIFE C ENTERHERITAGEPRESERVE * 

*0.d:40-◊ 
Georgetown Co. U. S. 17 S. co S.C. 18 to the South Island Ferry, 
546-6814, by arrangement.-, 

Ghost crab, Ocyp:xl.e quadrata 
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Extra copies of SilJiouettes of Carolina are available to our 
subscribers at $4 each. See page 80 for a special offer. Send check 
or money order to South Carolina Wildlife, P.O. Box 167, 
Columbia, SC 29202-0167. 

PHOTO CREDITS 

Cover: Thunder in the Stillness .. . escaping winter's frozen grasp, majestic 
Raven Cliff Falls plummets over its first frosted tier toward the precipice 
below. - Photo by Phillip Jones. 

Inside front cover: Nature's beauty, as seen in this grim yet delicate Capers Island 
silhouette, may be enjoyed but never owned, for what is given on one day may be 
reclaimed with the tide of another dawn. - Photo by Robert Clark. 

Inside back cover: The crisp colors of South Carolina's natural areas are 
lavishly displayed on a background of varied geography and waterways like the 
lower Saluda River near the state capital. - Photo by Ted Borg. 

Introduction: 2-3 - Robert Clark. 

UPLANDS 
5 - Robert Clark; 6-7 - Phillip Jones; 8 - Robert Clark; 9 - Ted Borg; 
10 - Phillip Jones; 11-13 - Ted Borg; 14-16 - Phillip Jones; 18 - Art Carter; 
19-24- Robert Clark; 25 - Jim Sorrow; 27 - Mike Creel. 

MIDLANDS 
29 - Robert Clark; 30 - Ted Borg; 31-32 - Robert Clark; 33 - Phillip Jones; 
34-36 - Ted Borg; 3 7 - Phillip Jones; 38 - Robert Clark; 39 - Ted Borg; 
40-41 - Robert Clark; 42 - Ted Borg; 43 - Robert Clark; 45 - Ted Borg. 

LOWLANDS 
47 - Robert Clark; 48-49 - Ted Borg; 50-57 - Phillip Jones; 58-59 - Robert 
Clark; 60-65 - Ted Borg; 66-67 - Robert Clark; 69 - Art Carter; 70 - Ted 
Borg; 71 - Robert Clark; 72-73 - Ted Borg; 74 - Phillip Jones; 75 - Ted 
Borg; 77 - Jim Goller. 

For additional information, write: 

S. C. Forestry Commission 
P.O. Box 21707 
Columbia, SC 29221 

S.C. Department of Parks, 
Recreation and Tourism 
1205 Pendleton Street 
Columbia, SC 29201 

U.S. ForestService 
P.O. Box 2227 
Columbia, SC 29202 

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
75 SpringStreetS.W 
Atlanta, GA 30303 

S. C. Wildlife and Marine Resources Department 
Heritage Trust or Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries 
P.O. Box 167 
Columbia, SC 29202 

Text for this issue by South Carolina free-lance writers Steve Wong (Uplands) , 
Glenn Oeland (Midlands) and Virginia Beach (Lowlands) . 

Issue coordinated by John E. Davis, Linda Renshaw and Steve Bennett. 
Graphics and design by Linda Laffitte and Ellen Fishburne Seats. Research, 
editorial assistance and typesetting by Tricia Way. 
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SoME SOUTH CAROLIN IANS seldom venture into wild areas, while others 

go every chance they get. With SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE you 

can have it both ways. Use our articles as guides to the outdoors or visit the 

mountains, forests, swamps and seashore in the comfort of your home. Six 

times a year, you'll visit the nooks and crannies of South Carolina, journey 

down seldom-traveled roads and explore places off the beaten path, places 

that are the very heart of South Carolina. Along the way, you'll meet two 

of your state's most important resources ... its people and wildlife. 

SILHOUETrES OF CAROLINA-A PORTFOLIO OF NATURAL AREAS , 

is the fifth of SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE's special issues. A 

departure from the past, this volume highlights South Carolina's 

magnificent array of natural areas. Included are three regional listings with 

information on features and public facil ities at more than ninety sites across 

the state. This issue is another great reason to subscribe! 

ATONLY$7.95 A YEAR SOUTH CAROLINA WILDLIFE IS TRULY A 

MAGNIFICENT VALUE. Don't let another issue pass you by. Use the 

convenient order form on the next page. 
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Su8SCRIBE TO THE ONLY MAGAZINE DEVO'TED 

EXCLUSIVEIXTO ALL SOUTH CAROLINIANS. 

SOUTH 
CAROLINA 
WILDLIFE 

D lyear$7.95 
(6 issues) 

D 2 years $14.95 
( 12 issues) 

D 3 years $19.95 
(18 issues) 

NAME ______________________ _ 
(PLEASE PRINT ALL I 1FORMATION) 

ADDRESS _____ _ _ _ _____________ _ 

CITY· STATE· ZIP 

DAYTIME PHONE # (area code) ___ NUMBER 
(ALLOW SIX WEEKS FOR DELIVERY OF FIRST COPY) 

USE SILHOUETfES OF CAROLINA AS A FIELD GUIDE 

We're so enthusiastic about this issue's use as a field guide that we've included a price break for extra copies. 
Buy one extra at $4 and get a second at only $2. Limit one extra issue at the $2 price per order. 

__ copies of SILHOUETIBS OF CAROLINA ( $4 each) 
__ I've ordered extras above; include another for $2. 

All orders must be prepaid; make check or money order payable to S.C. Wildlife. Send your payment and this order form to: 

.___ _ ___.I TOTALAMOUNTENCLOSED 

S.C. Wildlife 
P.O. Box 167 
Columbia, SC 29202-0167 

____________________________________________________ J 

THE 1988 CHECK FOR WILDLIFE POSTER is available. This full

color poster features Eastatoe Creek Heritage Preserve, a beautiful natural 

area located in the mountains of Pickens County. The poster also presents 

important information on the wildlife department's Check For Wildlife 

program. Send for your poster today and remember to Check For Wildlife on 

your 1988 state income tax form (line 22 long form, line 10 short form) . 

ForyourposterwriteCheckForWildlife, P.O. Box 167, Columbia, SC 

29202. The folded poster will be mailed to you free, or send $2 to cover 

mailing costs for a flat poster, suitable for framing. ~ 

Check For Wildlife~ 
Invest In Our Uncommon Wealth 








